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POPE'S PEACE
PLEA REJECTED
PERMANENT

WORLD TRANQUIL-

LITY AIM OF AMERICA

AND

ALLIES, SAYS WILSON.

FULLTEXT OF U.S, REPLY
BE
OF KAISER CANNOT
TAKEN AS GUARANTEE THAT
WAR WILL END.

WORD

Wesfern Newwimpt r 1'rilun NVws si
To His Holiness, Benedict us

XV.,

Tope:
In a 'kiiowiedgment of the communication of your Holiness to the belligerent peoples, dated August 1, 1917,
tlio President of the United Slates requests me to transmit tlio following
reply;
Every heart that lias nol been blinded and hardened by tbij terrible war
must be touched by this moving appeal of his Holiness, the Tope; must
feel the dignity and force of the humane and generous motives which
prompted it, ami must fervently wish
that we might take tbe path of peace
he so persuasively points out; but it
would be lolly lo take it if it does
not, in fact, lead to the f;oal lie proposes,
Our response must be based upon
the stern facts and upon nothing else.
It is not a mere cessation of anus In'
desires; it Is a stable and enduring
peace. This agony must not be gone
through with again, and it must lie a
mutter of very sober judgment that
will Insure us against It.
To Free Peoples From Militarism.
His Holiness in substance proposes
that we return to the status quo ante
helium, and that then there be a general condonation, disarmament and a
concert of nations based upon an acceptance of the principle of arbitration; that by a similar concert fr
doni of tbe seas be established and
that the territorial claims of Franco
and Italy, the perplexing problems of
the Balkan states and the restitution
of Poland be left to such conciliatory
adjustments as may be possible in the
new temper of such a peace, due regard being paid to the aspirations of
the peoples whose political fortunes
and affiliations will be involved.
It Is manifest that no part of this
program ctu be successfully carried
out unless the restitution of the slutus
quo ante belliltn furnishes a firm and
satisfactory basis for it. The object
of t li is war Is to deliver the free peoples of the world from the menace and
the actual power of a vast military establishment controlled by an irresponsible government which, having secretly planned to dominate the world,
proceeded to carry the plan out without regard either to the sacred obligations of treaty or the
practices and
principles of international action and
honor; which chose its own lime for
the war; delivered its blow fiercely
and suddenly; stopped at no barrier
either of law or of mercy; swept a
whole continent within the tide of
blood not the blood of soldiers only
but the blood of innocent women and
children also and of the helpless poor;
and now stamis balked, but not deof the
feated, the enemy of
world.
Would Need Hostile Combinations.
This power Is not the German peoIt is no business of ours how
ple.
that great people came under Us control or submitted with temporary zest
to the domination of its purpose; but
it Is our business to Bee to it that the
history of the rest of the world is no
longer left to Its handling.
four-fifth- s

Entire Family in Service of U. S.
Denver Jennings D. McLeod, special agent of the United States general land office in Denver, has made
more than the "greatest sacrifice" to
his country. He has not only given
himself to his land, but has given his
wife and son also. Mr. McLeod left
with the rest of the Colorado troops
for the second officers' reserve training camp at Fort Sheridan. Mrs. McLeod will leave for her old home in
Tennessee to join the Red Cross for
son,
work in France. Their
Jerre, will enter the United States na
val training school at Norfolk, Va., to
prepare for the navy.

To deal with such a power by way
of peace upon the plan proposed by
Ills holiness, the pope, would, so far as
we can see, involve a recuperation of
Its strength and a renewal of Its policy; would make It necessary to create
a permanent hostile combination of nations against the German people, who
are its liiHlriuiieuts; and would result
in abandoning the new born Russia to
the intrigue, the munlfold subtle inter-

ference, the certain counter revolution
which would be attempted by all the.
malign influences to which the German Kovermni lit has of late accustomed the world. Can peace be based
upon a restitution of its power or upon
any word of honor It could pledge in
a treaty of settlement and accommodation
Responsible statesmen miiKt now
everywhere see, if they never saw before, that no peace can rest securely
upon political or economic restrictions
meant to benefit some nations and
cripple or embarrass others, upon vindictive action of any sort or any kind
of revenge or deliberate injury. The
American people have suffered intolerable, wrongs at the hands of the imperial German government, but they
desire no reprisal upon tin- German
people, who have themselves suffered
all tilings in this war, which they did
not choose.
Equal Freedom and Security.
They believe that peace should lest
upon the rights of peoples, not the
rights of governmentsthe rights of
peoples, greut or small, weak or powerful their eipial right to froedom
and security and self government and
to a participation upon fair terms In
the economic opportunities of the
world -- the German people, of course,
included, it they will accept equality
and nol suck domination.
The test, therefore, of every plan of
peace is this: Is It based upon the
faith of all the peoples involved or
merely upon trie worn 01 an numinous
and intriguing government on the one
hand, and of a group of free peoples
on the other?
This Is a test which
noes to the root of the matter; and it
is the test which must he applied.
The purposes of the United States
in this war are known to the whole
to every people to whom the
world
truth has been permitted to come,
They do not need lo be stated again,
W'e seek no material advantage of any
kind. We believe that the Intolerable
wrongs done In this war by the furious and brutal power of the Imperial
German government ought to be re
paired, but not at the expense of the
sovereignty of any people rather a
vindication of the sovereignly both of
those that are weak and those, that
are strong.
Peace on Justice and Fairness.
Punilive damages, the dismemberment or empires, the eslablislmient of
sell'sb and exclusive economic leagues
we deem inexpedient and in the end
worse than futile, no proper basis for
a peace of any kind, least of all for
tin enduring
peace. That must be
based upon justice and fairness anil
the common rights of mankind.
Wo cannot take the word of the
present rulers of Germany as a guarantee of anything that Is to endur
unless explicitly supported by such
conclusive evidence of the will and
purpose of the German people themselves as the other peoples of the
world would be justified In accepting
Without such guarantees treaties of
settlement, agreements for disarmament, covenants to set up arbitration
In the place of force, territorial adjustments, reconstitutions of small nations, if made with the German government, no man, no nation, could now
depend on. We must await some new
evidence of the purposes of the great
peoples of the central powers. God
grant it may be given soon and In a
way to restore the confidence of all
napi oples everywhere in the faith of
tions, and the possibility of a cove
nanted peace. ROBERT LANSING.
Secretary of State of the United
States of America.
Thousands Visited Estes Hatcheries.
Kstes Park. According to the records of the Thompson fish hatchery
at Estes Park, since May 25, 1917, and
up to Aug. 22nd, the number of visitors has been 11,437, which is an Increase of 1,231 for the same period
last year. All of the states of the
union have been represented with the
I'xception of Delaware, New Hamp
shire, North Carolina and Vermont
and several were registered as hailing from the District of Columbia,
Cuba, Alaska and the Philippine Islands.

Provost Marshal Sends R. R. Tickets.
.More than 20,000
Washington.
Michaelis May Lose Chancellorship. blank railroad vouchers are being
of
The possibility
mailed out by the provost marshal
Copenhagen.
another change in chancellors in Ger- general's office for the transportation
Bern-harof the draft army to camp. The tickmany Is discussed by George
He ets are being mailed to the governors
in the Vossische Zeitung.
says that it is plainly evident already of states, who, in turn, will distribute
that the appointment of a minor offi- them to approximately 4,500 local
cial like Dr. Michaelis without gener- boards.
al political experience, was a grout
mistake, and that the results desired
Opens Club for American Boys.
Newnort. R. I. Mrs. Vincent Agtor
are not apt to be reached quickly under the leadership of the new admin- has opened a club for American blueistration.
jackets 'somewhere in France."
d

Colorado Senator Wants Cloture.
Serious Food Situation in Sweden.
Washington. Senator Shafroth Is
London. A serious domestic situation is confronting Sweden, due to the getting tired of the Senate's "monkeying" with the war revenue bill. He
exploitation of the food supply by
and the industrial stagna- thinks the procrastination is disgraceto invoke
tion, according to advices received ful and he signed a petition
cloture.
here.
Chinese Generals Offer 50,000 Men.
Peking. Generals La Pei Ching.
Lung Chi Kwang and Ku Chin Tan.
commanding 50,000 troops of Yunnan,
Kwel Chow and Kwang Tung provinces, have offered forces for services
in Europe.
War Board to Fix Copper Price.
Washington. The price of copper
required for war uses will be fixed by
tbe War Industries Board. At the offices of the board It was suggested the
price would be between 20 and 22 v4
cents a pound.

Church Conference Open.
Pueblo. Tbe annual conference of
the United Brethren Church for Colorado opened here today with about
sixty ministers in attendance. Bishop
O. J. Kephart of Kansas City was the
principal speaker.

Restore Glory of Slav Army.
Moscow. Gen. Korniloff, at the
close of his address to the conference,
expressed his firm belief that the
measures for army discipline which he
proposed would immediately be put
into execution. "I believe," be said,
"that the genius and the reason of the
Women to Hold World Conference.
Russian people will save the country.
Stockholm. An international con- I believe in a brilliant future for our
ference of women from both belliger- army. I believe its ancient glory will
ent and neutral countries will be held be restored." When Gen. Korniloff
The conference will concluded his speech there were prohere Sept
nature.
be of a
longed cheers.
16-1-
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J. G. PHELPS STOKES

KAISER YIELDS

MISS SARAH FIELD SPLINT

AMERICA READY

TO ARGENTINA

TO AID RUSSIA

REPUBLIC FORCES GERMANY TO
BACK DOWN BY PROTEST ON
SEA TERRORISM.

PRESIDENT CABLES GREETING TO
NATIONAL COUNCIL AT

(

Cr

BERLIN TO PAY FOR SHIP
FOOD

-

CARRYING

SAFE PASSAGE

VESSELS GIVEN
THROUGH

WILSON REPLIES TO BENEDICT.
Peace Proposal Rejected by
United States.
Wilson's
President
Washington.
rejection of Hie pope's peace proposals Is regarded here as the high water mark of the war. Furthermore, it
is indicative of the virtual
selection
of the President by the allies as their
spokesman before the world. The
note conies as a climax to the remarkable series of slate documents in
which President Wilson has argued
the cause of world democracy against
autocracy in the high court of public
opinion and accepted more and more
by the people of all the allied countries ns expressing their ideals. There
appears to be no doubt that the
nited States was selected to make
answer before the world in advance
Whether the enof all the others.
tente nations will send extensive replies is not known here. It is regarded as probable that they will in huge
measure adopt the President's reasoning for their own und wend notes of
indorsement.
The general tenor of the President's
reply has been anticipated everywhere, but there was no inkling of
the forceful terms he would employ
to say that the world can have no
faith in the autocratic government of
Germany.
Pope's

I

NEW GAINS

IN BAINSIZZA.

J. G. Phelps Stokes, the millionaire
Socialist who resigned from the Socialist party because of its attitude toward the war.

RUSSIA FACES DANGER
KERENSKY

PREMIER

MOSCOW

WARNS

COUNCIL.

Declares That "Blood and Iron" Policy
Will Be Used to Suppress
Treason.
Western Nfewsmper t'ninn News Service.

Is
"Russia
Moscow.
passing
through a period of mortal danger,"
Premier Kerensky told the National
Conference which assembled In Moscow lo consider the present situation
of the country and plans for a new
national government.
He declared that any attempt to
take advantage of the conference for
an attack on the national power, as
embodied in the provisional government, would be repressed pitilessly
"by blood and iron."
The proceedings began with a
speech by Premier Kerensky, lasting
an hour and a half, pronounced In a
voice, which
nervous, impressive
aroused tremendous applause, mainly
from that part of the theater occupied
by the democratic organizations and
members of the cabinet, but the Duma
members and the Moscow industrial
deputies also at times participated.
M. Kerensky spoke resolutely emphasizing the role he had played In
recent events and his determination
to guide events In the future.
The premier was greeted with wild
applause when, early In his speech,
speaking of the dangers from the extreme left, he declared:
"All attempts with armed force
against the people's power will bo
crushed with blood and iron."
Still more applause greeted him,
when hinting at a counter revolution
ary military conspiracy he exclaimed:
"Let them be warned who think the
time has come when, relying on the
bayonet, they can overthrow our revoThe audience arose and
lution."
cheered this expression for five minutes.
M. Avskentieff, minister of the Interior, and M. Prokopovltch, minister
of trade and Industry, followed M. KerThe minister of the Interior
ensky.
described the task of organizing the
provinces, the minister of trade and
industry told of the cost to Russia of
the war. The first year of the war,
said M. Prokopovltch, cost Russia
rubles, the second year
rubles, the third year already 18,000,000,000, while the total
revenue for 1913 was 16,000,000,000 rubles.

by Citizens as Italy
Advances on Plateau.
Rome, Aug. 2!). The Italians kept
up their valiant drive, winning new
positions on the Halnsizza plateau. As
the advance continued alarm spread
In the clly of Triest and that town
was evacuated by the civilians.
Along the front in Flanders and
northern France hard rains have set
In, causing an abatement in the fighting. The Germans have ceased their
counter attacks in the Verdun sector,
evidently finding their task useless.
The cessation of activity In the
French ranks around Verdun leads to
the belief that the Petain forces are
gathering for another big drive in that
Reinforcements have been
section.
added to the victorious lines.
On the frontier of Bessarabia, In
Hukowlna, the Russians are again
showing disaffection, having deliberately quit their trenches, which were
later occupied by the Germans.
No Change In Exemption Rule.
The Riga campaign seemingly has
Washington. At the direct suggeshalted, indicating the Germans do not
contemplate trying to capture the tion of President Wilson Provost Marshal General Crowder telegraphed to
great Baltic seaport.
all governors a supplemental explanar
Meetings Barred.
tion of regulations governing the
St. Paul, Minn. Governor UurnquiBt status of married men and the selectissued a proclamation prohibiting the ive service law. No change In regulaPeople's Council of America for De- tions Is made, and the purpose of the
mocracy and Peace from holding their new statement is to clear up misunderproposed meeting in Minneapolis or standings which have arisen in what
elsewhere in Minnesota. The gover- General Crowder describes as "a few
nor's action followed a report from Instances." Five per cent of draft men
Sheriff Otto Langum of Hennepin have been called Sept. 5 and others
county, in which the sheriff stated he later.
believed the proposed meeting would
Japan to Turn Down Peace Plea.
result In disorders. In his proclamaTokio. The pope's plea for peace In
tion the governor said the meeting
recould only aid and abet the enemies of the great European war will be
the United States.
jected by Japan, it was officially announced Friday. Japan will join the
allies in turning dwn the pontiff's
British Steamer Malda Sunk.
was also announced that the
Boston. The sinking of the Brit- plea. It colonies in the Pacific and
ish steamer Malda, which left an German seized
by England and Japan,
American port on Aug. 13, was report- Africa,
will nol be restored lo the kaiser's
a
ed In
cablegram.
government.
Deny Deporting I.W.W.
Baby Burns to Death.
mesPhoenix, Ariz. A
Wyo. Fire which destroyed
Gebo,
28
Globe
states that
Aug.
sage from
here
there have been no deportations of the home of Charles Peovich
babe so badIndustrial Workers of the World from burned his
within a few hours.
that place. Troops are in charge of ly that she died
the situation there and keep pickets The fire was caused by a defective
moving as well as break up street flue.
meetings.
Militia Strikes for Increase in Pay.
The entire militia,
Petrograd.
Auto Bandits Kill Two; Take (9,100.
bandits which has been employed since the
Chicago. Four middle-agearmed with shotguns and revolvers, revolution to police Petrograd, rekilled two men and escaped with a signed on account of the refusal of a
demand for an Increase in pay.
$9,100

Triest Evacuated

Anti-Wa-

e

pay-rol-

l.

Receiver Asked for Coal Company.
receiver was
Santa Fe, N. M.-asked for the Yankee Fuel Company of
Colfax county in a petition filed in
Federal Court by Henry A. Kiker of
o
Raton, receiver for the New
Coal and Mining Company,
which has a claim of $231,877.41 for
moneys alleged to have been advanced
the Yankee company. It Is alleged tbe
latter Is Insolvent and Is being mismanaged, Its assets dissipated and
nrooertv allowed to depreciate.
Mexico-Colorad-

I&itlli

MOSCOW.

SWEEPING DRIVE PLACES MONTE
SANTO 8AFELY IN THEIR
POSSESSION.

KERENSKY STANDS FIRM

FRENCH GAIN ON MEUSE

SLAVS
WILL PUT DOWN
COUNTER REVOLUTION AND
HALT GERMANS.

WK)jti T cninn NVwm St rvlre.

.V-

Ituenos Aires. -- Germany's reply to
Argentina's note embodying demands
In connection with the submarine campaign as affecting Argentine shipping
lias been received. In official circles
ii was slated that the reply was satisfactory.
According lo the newspaper I.a
(he German note meets all the
demands of Argentina.
The note says thai Germany "in
cider to maintain friemllv relations
with Argentina is willing lo modify
her blockade of enemy coasts, allowing freedom of the seas to vessels under the Argentine flag carrying food."
The note also promises the payment
of an indemnity for the sinking of the
Argentine steamer Toro by a German
submarine. This indemnity is to be
arranged by German and Argentine
tppraiscrs.

PLATEAU POINTS

SAYS

BLOCKADE.

vtrn

ITALIANS TAKE

Beet Sugar Producers Cut Prices.
Washington. Beet sugar producers
of the country have agreed with the
food administration to limit the price
pf their sugar to a basis which should
a
result in a reduction of about
pound from the present price, effecting a saving of $30,000,000 to tbe consuming public between now and the
Drat of next year.

lc

President Wilson
Washington.
sent to the members of the National
Council Assembly at Moscow assurances that this government is willing
to extend "every material and moral
to the government of
assistance"
Russia.
No official comment was made by
government officials on Premier
speech before the members
of the council Monday, but It was
made clear that the sentlmentB expressed by the Russian leader were
heartily approved here, and that his
declarations Indicating the firm manner In which he and his counselors
are prepared to deal with enemies of
the new government had aroused a
greater confidence In the outcome of
their plans. The message cabled by
President Wilson follows:
"I take the liberty to send to the
members of the great council now
meeting In Moscow the cordial greetings of their friends, the people of
the United States; to express their
confidence in the ultimate triumph of
ideals of democracy and self govern
ment against all enemies within and
without and to give their renewed as
surance of every material and moral
assistance they can extend to the
government of Russia In the promotion of the common cause in which
are unselfishly
the two nations
united.
(Signed) "WOODROW WILSON."
Moscow.
Premier Kerensky, who
came to Moscow to attend the Na
tional Conference for consideration of
the military and political problems
which confront the country, reviewed
troops at the Hippodrome and in addressing them said he was convinced
by the valor they were showing that
they would be able to drive back the
enemy at the front and crush any attempt at a
It is regarded as a certainty that
there will be ministerial changes in
Russia as a consequence of the Mos
cow conference. Premier Kerensky Is
believed to have played his most Important card in calling the confer
ence.
counter-revolutio-

SENDING

MAIL TO SOLDIERS.

How Letters for the Boys In the

Na-

tional Army Camps Should
Be Addressed.
Washington, Aug. 24. Before long
several thousand young men will be
In the various cantonment camps of
the national army, and their relatives
and other friends will wish to write
to them. In order to expedite the delivery of their mail andjgive the boys
the best service possible, the postof-ficofficials Instruct their correspondents, if they know In advance the
company and regiment to which the
soldier is assigned, to address mail according to this sample:
PRIVATE JOHN JONES,
A Company, First Infantry,
Camp Dodge, Iowa.
If the company and regiment are
not known, the mail should be ad
dressed thus:
PRIVATE JOHN JONES,
of Minnesota,
Camp Dodge, Iowa.
When all troops are organized the
mail for each man will be distributed
direct to his company and regiment.
Until then It will be delivered through
his state section.
e

More Negro Troops to Houston.
Houston, Tex. More negro troops
are to be sent to Houston, despite
rioting of negro regulars here, MaJ.
Gen. George Bell, Jr., In charge of the
situation, declared. The Eighth Illinois Infantry, all negroes, are being
gent here, Bell stated. "I can control
them and will not recommend that
they be sent elsewhere," Bell said.
"There will be no further trouble."
Houston citizens bad not relinquished
hope for the return for civil trial of
the negro troops who killed fourteen
persons and wounded many others in
the rioting of the 23d.

DRIVE PUTS

BEAU-MON-

T

IN ARMY REACH, WITH
PETAIN ADVANCING.

Rome, Aug. 28.

Slowly but steadily

the Italians are breaking down the

re-

the Austrians around
MOnte Santa, and making their way
east toward the border of upper
The Austrians have brought up
fresh troops, but latest dispatches say
the Italians have broken through the
lines at many places in spite of the
stubborn renistance.
The French gained an advance of
1,000 yards and captured 1,000 men In
an assault near Verdun Monday. The
German assaults on the Aisne front
also have been blocked by the French.
Trench raids seem to be the chief
operations on the British front, although artillery duels are in progress
on various sectors.
Berlin reports the capture of Russian positions near Jacobstadt, between Riga und Dvinsk, but makes no
mention of the fight east of Riga.
In Rumania the
are still holding their own, having retaken positions lost near Scoveia last
week,
Rome, Aug. 27. The Italians have
made a further advance on the Isonzo
front north of Gorizia, closely pursuing the Austrians, the war office announces.
Austrian counter attacks on the Car-swere repulsed.
The number of prisoners has been
increased to more than 23,000 men and
600 officers, in addition to what great
amount of booty has been captured.
The total losses of the Austrians
from all causes are reckoned at nearly
100,000, the most Important of which,
in the Carso region, have not yet been
officially announced. It is said that
among the losses of the Austrians are
many men of the famous Twelfth division, popularly known as the "Iron
division."
With Monte Santo securely In their
pos3esssion, the Italians are continua
ing their drive eastward over the
plateau, notwlthslanding the violent resistance of the Austrians.
Italian airmen are lending wonderful aid to Gen. Cadorna's forces, dropping bombs or using their machine
guns with telling effect on troop concentrations behind the line.
sistance

of

Car-niol-

A college education, several years'
experience as an editsr of women's
magazines, and a most engaging personality have fitted Miss Sarah Field
Splint to be a valuable member of the
food administration. She is one of the
leading members of the publicity department.

SCALE OF COAL PRICES

s

GOVERNMENT CONTROL
JOBBERS' PROFITS.

CUTS

Fifteen Cents on Bituminous and
Thirty Cents on Anthracite Set
by President.
Western Newspaper L'nlnn News Service.

Government control
Washington.
of the coal industry was made almost
complete when President Wilson, with
Dr. H. A. Garfield, president of Williams college, named fuel administrator, fixed anthracite prices for producers and jobbers and set a limit on
profits to be made by bituminous
wholesalers.
The next and final step will be to
make regulations for coal distribution
and to fix anthracite and bituminous
retail prices. This will be done when
a distribution
program is perfected
and when the Federal Trade Commission has completed a plan under which
retail profits may be fixed.
The anthracite prices fixed effective
Sept. 1 are virtually the same as those
now charged at the mines under a voluntary arrangement made by product
ers with the Trade Commission. The
,
prices that may be charged by
however, will reduce present costs
sharply. Bituminous jobbers' profits,
too, will be cut by the new price scale
set for wholesale transactions.
The anthracite scale for railroad
owned mines, which include practicalfollows:
ly all the big producers,
White ash, broken, $4.55; egg, $4.45;
stove, $4.70; chestnut, $4.80; pea, $4.
Red ash, broken, $4.75; egg, $4.65;
stove, $4.90; chestnut, $4.90; pea, $4.10.
Lykens Valley, broken, $5; egg, $4.90;
stove, $5.30; chestnut, $5.30; pea,
job-ers-

$4.35.

Other producers may charge an advance of 75 cents a ton of 2,240 pounds
over the prices set for the railroad-ownemines. Those who incur the
expense of rescreening It at Atlantic
or lake ports may add an additional 6
cents a ton. Anthracite jobbers delivering coal at Buffalo and points
east of that city will be allowed a
maximum profit of 20 cents a ton of
2,240 pounds, and those delivering it
west of Buffalo may charge an excess
of 30 cents. The combined gross profits of any number of jobbers handling
a shipment must not exceed the limit
of profits set for a single jobber, except that a screening charge of 5 cents
may be made on water shipments at
Atlantic or lake ports.
Bituminuous profits for jobbers are
fixed at 15 cents a ton of 2,000 pounds,
and the same restrictions that govern
dealings by a number of anthracite
jobbers apply to bituminous transactions. The President's order forbids
railroad owned mines from selling to
other mines and prohibits dealers
from selling coal produced by railroad-owned
mines on a basis of prices
fixed for other mines.

Bain-sizz-

Palis, Aug. 27. Another smashing
blow by the French on the right bank
of the Meuse in the Verdun sector
s
of a
netted a gain of about
mile on a front of two miles and a half,
giving the French possession of the
Fosses and Beaumont woods and
bringing them to the outskirts of the
village of Beaumont.
The official report from the war office also records artillery fighting of
great violence around hill 304, on the
left bank of the Meuse.
two-third-

U.S. WAR BUDGET FOR YEAR.

d

President Puts Limit on Export.
President Wilson
Washington.
tightened the government's control of
Gold for Japan.
an order forbidding
New York. The United States sub- - exports by Issuing
of any goods to Europ-peathe
shipment
in
here
transferred
$6,000,000
treasury
neutral countries except under
gold by telegraph to San Francisco license and
by extending the lists for
for export to Japan.
which license is required in shipment
to the allies and neutrals other than
U. S. Extends Russia $100,000,000.
The United
States European countries to include cotton,
Washington
government extended a further credit all mats, sugar, and most of America's other export commodities.
of $100,000,000 to Russia.
n

Ordinary Expenses Will Make Total
Outlay $19,300,000,000.
Washington. Details of the government's expenditures for war and all
purposes for the fiscal year 1917-1and the method by which the money
to meet these expenditures will be
raised, as roughly estimated by Chairman Kltchin of tbe House ways and
means committee, are:
Expenditures.

Loans to the allies
t 7,000,000,M
Current expenses of govern1. SOO.OOO, 00
ment
Expense of shipping board... 1.000. 000,000
All war expenses
10,000, 000, OOt
Total
fl,300,000,00l

Revenue.

Pending bond bill to cover
I
allied loans
Ultimate amount to be contained In pending revenue
.
.
bill
Raised by existing revenue
laws
War savings certificates
Bonds previously athorUued..
New bonds
Certificates of Indebtedness...
Total

7,000,000,01
S.OOO.000.001

1,300.000,001
2,000,000,000
2.000. 000.000
2.000.000.000
2.000,000,001

111,200,000,000

MacMillan Exploring Party Return.
Sydney, N. 8. Donald B. MacM.il-lan'- s
Arctic exploration expedition arrived here on the relief steamer Neptune after four years in the polar region. MacMillan, who was one of
Rear Admiral Peary's lieutenant! on
his successful dash for the north
pole, confirmed dispatches from him
that there was no Crockerland, such
as had been reported by Peary.
Peary's mistake, be said, was due to
a mirage so real that the MacMillan
party had been deceived by it for four
days.
Greek Republic Plans Turned Down.
Athens, Greece. The possibility and
opportunities of establishing a Greek
Republic was discussed in tbe Chamber of Deputies. M. Venizelos declared that Parliament did not con-- ,
aider that the time had arrived for a
republic but believed it its duty to
give the monarchy another trial.

for Little Lynchiag.
Butte, Mont. "It'B a frameup. They
can't connect me with the crime,"
was the assertion made by C. A. McCarthy, formerly of Denver, an officer
of the Butte Industrial Workers of the
World local, who Is in jail here pending an investigation on a charge that
he was a member of the party that
lynched the Industrial Worker of the
World leader, Frank Little, near the
city. McCarthy, booked on a charge
of vagrancy,
gave the name of
Charles Albright.

Columbus Raiders Get 17 to 80 Years.
Deming, N. M. Seventeen Mexicans
captured by Gen. Pershing's punitive
expedition in Mexico last year and accused of participation in tbe Villa raid
on Columbus, N. M., pleaded guilty to
second degree murder before District
Judge Ryan here and were sentenced
to serve from 17 to 80 years in the
New Mexico penitentiary.
Former Premier Seriously III.
Toklo.
Marquis Okuma, former
premier of Japan, is seriously ill.

To Build 1,270 New Ships.
The government's
Washington.
shipbuilding program calls for a total
of 1,270 ships of 7,968,000 tonnage.

Not Seeking $165 Price on Wheat
Washington. The foo-- administration denied reports that Herbert C.
Hoover is attempting to influence the
committee headed by Dr.
H. A. Garfield, to put a price ot $1.65
on the 1917 crop ot wheat

Bulgaria Favors Pope's Peace Plan.
Sofia, Bulgaria. "We want peace,
and desire to end this terrible bloodshed," said Premier Radoslavoff in an
Interview on the papal peace note.
"We have been emphasizing this attitude for more than a year."

Two Killed When Auto Turns Turtle.
Cheyenne, Wyo. Dr. R. C. Kanode,
Gering, Neb., and J. C. Clark, Scotts-blufNeb., were killed when an automobile in which they were returning
from Denver to Scottsbluff turned
turtle a mile east of here.

I.W.W. Threaten Sheriff.
Spokane, Wash. Sheriff O. L. Reld
received through the mails a. card on
which was a warning that his head
would be blown off. The card was
signed "I.W.W."

Germany Calls Girls for Harvesting.
Berne. Numerous German ' girls
employed in Switzerland as nurses
and servants, have received aa official call to return boms for b arrest
work.

I. W. W. Held

price-fixin-

g

f,

i

U. 8. Commission for 25,000 Msn.
Washington. That 25,000 men of the
first increment of the selective draft
One Day Protest Strike.
Moscow. Labor unions are opposing army about to begin training will be
the Moscow conference and bare
given commissions as officers was
disclosed here.
strike In protest.
a one-day

NEW VERDUN

SUPPLEMENT

MEAT SUPPLY

IIOMEJELLYMAIUHG

OF COUNTRY

Fruits That Are Best Suited for
This Delicious Product.
PECTIN IS PRIME

ELEMENT

Amount of Sugar Can Be Determined
by the Alcohol Test Mistakes
to Be Avoided by the
Housewife.
(Prepared

by the United States Department of Agriculture.)

A good Jelly should be bright, of good
color, and cleur. When removed from

BELGIAN

HARE IS VALUABLE SOURCE OF FOOD.

(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
X
The meut supply of the country may
well be supplemented, biologists of the
United States department of agriculture point out, by the raising of rabbits
oy youths and adults not engaged in
military or other national service, or
'n regular Industrial employment
These animals already have proved a
valuable source of food In Europe dur-nthe present war. In the United
States they might be raised In back
yards of cities and towns as well as
on farms.
The Belgian hnre breeds rapidly,
matures quickly, and produces a palatable and highly nutritious meat. The
cost of production Is less than that of
any other meut, not excepting poultry.
The supply can be greatly Increased
within a few months, without requiring
space that may be needed for the production of crops. Practical experience
hus demonstrated that rabbit meut can
be produced In unlimited quantities at
a cost of about six cents a pound ; and
by utilizing lawn cuttings and other
g

SPRAY POTATOES TO
AVOID LATE BLIGHT
Prompt Spraying With Bordeaux
Mixture Will in Most Cases
Be Found Effective.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)

Potato late blight, a fungous disease,
capable of causing enormous destruction, has appeared In several states
from Mulne to New Jersey and West
Virginia, according to the United
states department of agriculture. The
blight occurred early this year and reports show that It Is more prevalent
than usual. While In some fields the
blight is already beyond control,
prompt spraying with bordeaux mixture will In most cuses still be effective, the specialists advise. Unless potato growers spray thoroughly with
bordeaux mixture they fear that the
large potato crop that has been promised will not be realized, as late blight.
If uncontrolled, Is capable of reducing
the national crop at the rate of 2,000,-90- 0
bushels per day.
To produce a large crop the .tops
must be kept healthy till frost as the
tubers Increase In size most rapidly
during the last weeks of the season.
The late blight kills the tops and
causes the tubers to rot In the ground.
The blight starts In a few centers In
the field where diseased potatoes were
planted. Brown spots develop on the
leaves and a whitish mildew appears
on their under side. Frequent rains
and warm, muggy weather furnish
Ideal conditions for the development of
the blight under which the foliage
blights rnpldly, the leaves hang blackened and dead and the tubers begin to
rot. Dry nnd hot weather on the other hand tends to check the progress of
the blight but growers should spray
Immediately and not trust their crops
entirely to Improvement In weather
conditions.
As an effective preventive of late
blight bordeaux mixture has proved
'ts value for 25 years. Every grower
'rom Maine to Michigan nnd south to
.'Irglnln Is urged to spray at once
nd" repeatedly.
How to Make Bordeaux Mixture.
Home-madbordeaux mixture Is
best. Use
Bluestone (copper sulphate) .... 4 pounds
pounds
Oulrkllme
60 gallons
Water
Trepare the copper sulphate by suspending it In a gunny Back Just below
Ihe surface of several gallons of water in a clean barrel. When the sulphate is dissolved, which requires
three or four hours, remove the sack
and stir Into the barrel enough additional water to make exactly 23 gallons of the copper solution.
Prepare the lime by slaking It slowly and thoroughly In a clean barrel,
strain, and add enough additional water to make exactly 25 gallons of
lime milk. Stir thoroughly.
Pour the two Ingredients together
Into another barrel, or better directly
Into the spray tank, If It will hoi J 50
gallons. It Is highly Important to stir
the mixture very thoroughly and to
train both Ingredients before they are
combined, as otherwise clogging of the
pray nozzles might result. Use copper or bronze wire strainer of 18
meshes to the Inch. Do not put copper sulphate or bordeaux mixture Into
tin or Iron vessels; use wood or copper containers. Mix the bordeaux as
e

vegetation that would otherwise be
wasted, the cost can be made even
lower.
The Belgian and Flemish giant rabbits are recommended for meat production, as' the ordluary tame rabbit Is
smaller and develops more slowly.
Stock of Belgian hares may be bought
from breeders in nearly all the states
at $1 to $3 each. They may occasionally be had from pet stock dealers.
Fancy pedigreed stock Is not required
for meat production.
Rabbits are easily kept. They eat
hoy, grass, luwn cuttlugs and green
vegetation of many kinds. Females
should be allowed to breed when eight
or ten months old, nnd during the year
should raise four litters of about six
young each. Well fed, the young reach
marketable size when three to four
months old and average from five to
six pounds live weight.
The department of agriculture has
published a bulletin on raising rabbits which will be helpful to those who
wish to engage in this pursuit.
needed and apply at once. It Is never
so good utter It hus settled.
Where poisons such as arsenate of
lead are to be combined with bordeaux
mixture, add the poison after the two
solutions are mixed. Then stir well.
Stock Bordeaux Solution.
Those who use bordeaux mixture
frequently and iu quantity will find It
to keep
concentrated
convenient
stock solution on hand, as these keep
Indefinitely If the wuter which evaporates is replaced.
Build an elevated platform to hold
The night before the
the barrels.
day you wish to commence spraying,
suspend 50 pounds of copper sulphate
barrel of
to dissolve In u
water. Slake 50 pouuds of lime in
unother burrel. Add water to make 50
gallons of lime milk. When bordeaux
mixture is needed, stir both stock barrels well and take four gallons from
each stock barrel. Dilute the copper
sulphate In one barrel by adding
enough water to make 25 gallons. Dilute the lime milk In another barrel
by adding enough wuter to inuke 25
gallons. Stir each thoroughly. Combine the two as In previous directions.
Thorough agitation Is essential In making good bordeaux mixture.

the glass It should retain the shape of
the mold. Good Jelly can be cut with a
distinct cleavage, retaining the angles
where cut. It should sparkle and be
tender enough to quiver without breaking.
Fruit for Jelly Making. The Juice
from certain fruits, such as grape,
apple, crabapple, orange, kumquat and
currant, is better suited for making
a natural fruit Jelly thun Juices from
other fruits. The Juices from these
fruits contain the properties necessary
for Jelly making. The best fruits for
Jelly making contain pectin and acid.
Pectin, the fundamental
substance, does not exist In some fruits
In sufficient nmoiint to mnke jelly without the addition of pectin from some
other Ronrce. The peach, strawberry
and cherry are examples of fruits
which contain acid but are lacking In
pnctln. Pear, gtuiva and quince contain pectin but are deficient In acid.
If the missing property be added .to
each of these frulls, u jelly with the
color and flavor of the fruit selected
can be made.
Extracting the Juice. Wash Ruch
fruit us berries, grapes and currants
In running water and add one cupful
of water for each pound of fruit. For
apples, quinces, giiavns and such hard
fruits, wash, slice nnd add three cup-- f
uls water to each pound of fruit. The
fruit should be cooked until tender,
a small quantity of wuter being added
to help extract the Juice. The fruit
Juice will flow more freely when heated than when cold, and the cooking
develops the pectin. As soon as the
fruit is tender the liquid should be
squeezed through a cheesecloth und
then be allowed to drip, without pressure through a flannel jelly bog (Illustrated). Overcooking of the fruit Is opt
to result In a cloudy jelly. After cooling the Juice to room temperature test
it to determine the amount of pectin
present. This test gives some Idea of
the proper proportion of sugar to Juice.
Add one tablespoonful 95 per cent
grain alcohol to an equal volume of
cooled fruit juice and shake gently.
The effect of the alcohol ts to bring
together the pectin In a Jellylike mass.
If u large quantity of pectin Is present
it will appear in one mass or clot when
poured from the glass. Tills indicates
that equal quantities of sugar and
juice mny be used. If the pectin does
not slip from the glass in one muss,
less sugor will be required. A fuir
jelly-makin- g

given for the Inversion of the sugar by
the acids of the fruit und there Is less
danger of crystallisation.
Cooking the Jelly. After the sugar
has dissolved, the cooking should be as
rapid as possible. Finished Jelly can
be obtained more quickly by rapid
cooking.
Long cooking will tend to
darken the product and destroy the
pectin, which will cause the finished
Jelly to be less firm.
Since no definite temperature can be
given for the finished Jelly, the most
convenient means of determining when
it is finished Is to test It with a spoon
or paddle. Dip n spoon or wooden
paddle In the boiling mass. Remove
and cool by moving It hack and forth
for a few seconds and then allow the
Jelly to drop from It. As long as there
Is sirup present It will run or drop
from the spoon. When the jellying
point is reached, it will break from the
spoon In flakes or sheets. When this
Jelly stage Is reached, remove from the
fire Immediately and skim. Skimming
at this point Raves waste.
Filling Glasses. After skimming the
Jelly, pour at once Into hot sterilized
glasses and set aside to cool.
Cooling and Sealing. Cool as rapidly as possible, avoiding dust which will
give contamination with mold. When
the Jelly Is cold cover It with melted
paraffin.
By running n pointed stick
around the edge of the gloss while the
paraffin is still hot, a better seal can
be obtained.
Storing. Jelly should be stored In a
cool, dark, dry place. If Jelly Is stored
for a long period of time, It will deteriorate In texture, color and flavor.
Mistakes to Avoid
Soft Jelly. Jellies sometimes ore sirupy becuuse morn
sugar has been used than the fruit
Juices require or because boiling after
the addition of sugar wus not continued long enough to drive olT exces-- .
slve water.
Tougli
Jelly. Jelly is tough or
stringy because too small an amount
of sugar was used for the quantity of
fruit Juice taken or because the boiling was continued after the jellying
point had been reached.
Crystals In Jelly. Crystals appear
throughout the Jelly because of an excess of sugar. When sugar Is boiled
wilh an odd for n sufficient length of
time, it Is changed Into a form which
does nut crystallize. Crystals ore found
In Jelly sometimes because the Juice
Is boiled to too great a concentration
before the addition of sugar, or in boiling the sirup, spotters on the side of
the pan, dries, and in pouring the finished product these crystals are carried Into the glasses of Jelly, and in
that way the jelly becomes seeded
with crystals.
Cloudy Jelly. This may be duo to
having cooked tho fruit too long before straining ofT the juice or to not
having used Kiifllcient core In straining the juice. Sometimes It is noticed
In apple and crabapple jelly that although It Is clear when first made, the
Jelly becomes cloudy after a time. In
these cases It usually Is due to tho use
of partly green fruit, the starch in this
fruit probably causing the cloudy

MEAT OF AMERICANS
Is Most Important Animal to
Raise for Meat and

Hog

Money-Cons- umes

(From

the United States Department

of

Agriculture.)

The quickest and surest way of augmenting the meut supply next to the
raising of poultry is by raising hogs,
the United Stntes department of agriculture points out. The hog is the most
Important animal to raise for meat and
money. He requires less labor, less
equipment, less capital, makes greater
gains per hundred pounds of concentrates and reproduces himself faster
nnd In greater numbers than any other
domesti ' animal. As a consumer of
the hog has no rival. No
other animal equals the lard hog In its
tendency. The most satisfactory meat for shipping long distances on train, boat or wagon, and for
long storage after reaching its destination is mess pork.
Pork finds ready sale because packers have discovered many ways of
placing pork on the market In attractive and highly palatable form combined with most excellent keeping
qualities. There is no other meat from
which so many products are manufactured. Very near 50 per cent of the
total value, In dollors and cents, of the
meat and meat products slaughtered
In the packing houses of the United
States Is derived from the hog. Our
country leads by far all countries in
the production as well as In the con
sumption of meat and meat products.
s
of the world's International trade in pork and pork products
originates In the United States In normal times, and the war greatly has Increased this proportion. According to
the estimates there was an increase of
9,rSO,000 hogs between 1910, the census
year, and 1916, Inclusive. The Increase
at the end of 1915 was 3,148,000 over
the preceding year, while it Is estimated that there was a decrease at the
end of 1916 of 313,000 hogs compared
with 1915.
Three-fourth-

Keep Out Cut Worms.
Capital for Poultry.
Tin cans make good protectors to
The best Inducement to enter poultry keeping as a business ts that It keep the cut worms away from the
.may be undertaken In a small way tomatoes and cabbage.
with a very limited capital and gradPlant Seeds of Rust.
ually enlarged until it provides a good
livelihood.
Fall rains plant the seeds of rust
which are harvested by the manufacCows Fall in Yield.
turers of farm machinery.
Cows will fall off In milk If water
Butter Flavor Defects.
Is not within easy reach. When in full
The most common defects In flavor
flow of milk they require. It Is claimed,
CO per cent mora water than when
in butter come from cream sUailinj
too long before churning.
ry.

A Drip or Drain Bag for Use In Jelly
Making (Above) and a Jelly Bag

With Rack (Below).

s
cupful of
proportion Is
sugar to one cupful of juice. If the
pectin Is thin nnd much separated,
cupful of sugar allowed for each
cupful of juice will be sufficient.
Quantity of Juice to Cook. The
quantity of Juice to be cooked at one
time will depend upon the size of the
vessel and the methods of heating
available. The capacity of the vessel
used should be four times as great
as the volume of juice to be cooked. If
the attempt is made to cook a large
quantity of Juice at one time over a
slow flame, there will be a loss of color
and a decrease in the yield, partly due
to the destruction of the pectin.
When to Add Sugar. When the proportion of sugar to Juice has been determined, measure the fruit juice and
place over the fire to cook. When the
Juice begins to boil, add the sugar Immediately and stir until the sugar Is
dissolved. By adding the sugar when
the juice begins to boil, more time Is
three-fourth-

one-ha- lf

pounds
Jelly. Four
Blackberry
blackberries, one pound water. Select
three pounds of ripe fruit and one
pound of underripe fruit, wash by running water over them, cap, crush, and
add one pint of water and boil 15 minutes. Press the pulp and strain the
juice through a flannel bag. .Determine the correct amount of sugar to
be added by the use of the alcohol
test Bring the Juice to a bolL add
sugar, and stir until the sugar Is dissolved. Continue the boiling until the
jelly point is reached. Remove from
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JELLIES FROM PECTIN.
Pectin, the essential
substance, may be extracted from
fruits rich In it, nnd this concentrated
product used with the juices of fruits
deficient In pectin, for the muklng of
excellent jellies.
Apple Pectin. One pound apple
pulp (or skins nnd cores), Juice of
one lemon, four pounds water. Boll
s
for half to
hour, press
the Juice through a cloth bag, then allow this Juice to drain without pressure through a heavy flannel or haircloth Jelly nag. This juice when cold
should be tested with ulcohol to determine the proportion of sugar to add to
a volume of Juice. Pectin can be bottled, processed for T5 minutes in u water bath at boiling, and kept until
needed for Jelly making.
Orange Pectin. Cut or scrape the
yellow rind from the peel of the orange, the white portion remaining being passed through the food chopper
nnd weighed. For each pound of this
prepared peel add two pounds of wuter and four tahlespoonfuls of lemon
Juice, mix thoroughly, nnd allow to
stand 15 minutes. Then add two
pounds water, boll ten minutes, let
stand overnight. Next morning boll
ten minutes, allow to cool, press to remove juice and then droln Juice
through a flannel bag. If not desired
for immediate use, bottle and process
as for apple pectin.
Mint and Orange (or Apple) Pectin
Jelly. One pint concentrated orange
(or apple) pectin Juice, one pound
sugar, two drops oil of peppermint,
two drops green vegetable coloring.
Bring the ornnge or apple pectin juice
to boiling, add sugar, nnd boil rapidly
until the Jellying point Is renched. At
this point two drops of green vegetable coloring matter Is added, together
with two drops of oil of peppermint.
Stir thoroughly, and pour while hot
Into clenn, sterilized jelly glosses.
Strawberry and Orange (or Apple)
f
Pectin Jelly.
pint concentrated orange (or apple) pectin,
f
pound sugar,
pint strawberry Juice. Mix orange (or apple)
pectin juice and the strawberry juice.
bring to a boll nnd add sugar. Continue boiling until the Jellying point
is renched. Pour Immediately Into hot
sterilized Jelly glasses and skim. When
cold, pour hot paraffin over the Jelly.
Pineapple and Orange (or Apple)
Pectin Jelly. Add one pint orange (or
apple) pectin juice to one pint pineapple juice which has been boiled for
ten minutes, add one pound sugar and
continue boiling until the jellying
point Is reached. Pour immediately
Into hot sterilized jelly glasses and
Satm. When cold, pour hot paraffin
over the jelly.
Jelly-makin- g

One-hal-

one-hn- lf

one-hul-

the fire and skim. Pour into hot

ster-

ilized glasses, seal and store.
Apple Jelly. One pound fruit, two
pounds water. Boll together for one-has
to
hour, and sranln.
One pint strained juice determine
amount of sugar to be added by the
use of alcohol test previously given
bring the juice to a boil, add the sugar
and cook as rapidly as possible until
the Jelly point is reached. Remove
from the Are, skim, pour into hot
sterilized glasses, and when cold
cover with melted para Pin.
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Organized Labor in
Fight to Put End to
Industrial Wastage

Success

Union

to Shorten
the Hours of Labor

In Effort

GOMPERS.
American Federation of
Labor.
Day brings to the workers
the right lo cheer
confidence In the trade
union movement. There have
been tests and crises that have proved
Its fundamental principles; there have
been opportunities that have tested its
practical elllciency. Through them all
the trade union movement has made
si.ro progress and gained la confident
vision for the future.
Every uattonul and International,
every local union nlllllatcd to the
American Federation of Labor has
made definite progress in securing for
Its members greater advantages In
those things which are fundamental
of betterment In all relations of life.
In some organizations the success lias
been phenomenal.
There lias been grent progress in ser
day or the shortcuring the
er workday. The meaning of the victories cun be Interpreted only in the
light of full understanding of the
day. The
meaning of the eight-hou- r
shorter workday Is something more
than an economic demand. It Is a demand for opportunity for rest, recuthings
peration und development;
which make life more than mechnulcul
drudgery.
The workers whoso whole periods
are short are essentially different, from
those who are so worn by toll that they
have neither energy nor mind for
other things In life. They become
more energetic, more resourceful workers with keener mentality and greater

By FRANK L. MORRISON,
Secretary American Federation

By SAMUEL

President

gains during the past year
ITmental
because of organized lnbor's agita-

inevitably follows
workers are the
best p.iid workers. With every reduction in hours there is always a corresponding Increase In wages. Wherever
demands for the shorter workday and
higher wages have been presented nnd
urged by organized workers during the
last year they have met with success.
These economic gains have a potent
relation to the social side of life.
the period
if work
Shortening
lengthens the period of development,
and for all of the other activities that
belong to the normal Individual. Increases in wages give the workers the
means for taking advantage of the increased opportunities of the shorter
workday. The workers of short hours
and better wages become very different citizens from those who are so exhausted by the daily grind that they
have neither the time nor the energy
for thought or aspiration. These gains
mean better homes, better food, better
clothing; time and opportunity for
the cultivation of the best and the
highest that Is possible In the life of
men.

that the

s'lort-hou- r

It

tion or to Individualize probable
galas during the year to come. The
best we can do Is to observe tendencies.
I'romlnent among these is the
workers' seizure of the cry for "preparedness" to emphasize a danger in
Industry more deadly than battlefields.
Government statistics show that 30,.
000 men are nnnually killed and
are annually Injured for a period
of four weeks or over.
It has been stated that every year
there are over 3,000,000 cases of Industrial Illness, caused mainly by long
hours, low wages, dust, bad air, fumes,
smoke, poisonings and poor ventilation,
and that through typhoid fever and
malaria alone $900,000,000 ts nnnually
lost to this nntlon. Enough to equip
the lnrgest army and navy in the
world, nnd then have a balance sufficient to pay the tuition of every boy
now in college.
A system of national preparedness
that does not Include recognition of
this frightful and preventable wastage
Is the preparedness urged by big business.
A morality that Ignores these
facts and condemns war is based on
meaningless phrases.
Another present-datendency is the
acceptance of orgnnized lnbor's position on Immigration restriction. During the pnst yenr the acid test of experience has verified the claim of trnde
unions that American institutions cannot assimilate, nor American living
standards resist, the flood tides of ln
duced Immigration that has been the
policy of captains of industry.
Another element among employers
who talk of the scarcity of labor does
so to entice n sufficient number of Idle
workers to their factory gates as a
menace to those employed and who ara
700,-IM-

TfcANK A. VANDERL1P

United States Has
Well Been Designated
Nation of Workers
of labor came to America
the Mayflower.
A printer
a carpenter signed the
eclaraIlon of Independence.
George Washington was a surveyor at
one time in his life. Lincoln worked
as a day laborer. Andrew Johnson
was a tailor. William Howard Taft,
after leaving college, was a newspaper
reporter at $0 a week.
The United
States is a nation of workers. Labor
day, consequently, is not for any eluss
but for Americans in muss.
Frank A. Vanderllp, president of the
National City bank, Is by trude a machinist. His father was an Illinois
farmer "a specialist In cows," the son
explained. On the death of the father
the family moved Into town.
"I found employment," Mr. Vanderllp said, "in a shop where wood workI
ing machinery was manufactured.
was sixteen and my wages were 7."i
cents a day. Uy and by I got a lathe
of my own. I would be u foreman some
u week.
daj, I was told, and earn
1
I thought
could do better.
So I
learned stenography and later took up
the study of bonds."
William II. Cannifi', president of the
New York, Chicago & St. Louis railroad, was a telegraph operator In
Michigan when he was seventeen. The
attorney general In President Taft's
cabinet, George W. Wlckcrshau, also
was a telegraph operator, as w as Theodore X. Vail, head of the Hell telephone
interests.
A section hand in 1SC!, shoveling
and tamping on the tracks, William ('.
ltrowu, tbeu sixteen years old, fought
his way upward until he became president of the New York Central lines.
"My daily wages at the time?" he
repeated. "Figure them out for yourself. My envelope contained $J7.r0 at
the end of the month when the pay
car came down the line." His suc
cessor, Albert II. Smith, was a railroad laborer as a young man.
Judge Hobert S. Lovett, president of
the L'nlon Pucific, dug stumps unit cut
brush on the right of way on a little
line In Texas and drove a team of
mules when the grading began,
F. Youkum operated a scraper
in the Southwest on a road in Its building, nnd became a brakeman w hen the
road was put Into operation.
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Every day Is labor's day. Every man
worth while Is a laborer.
Universal labor Is the lever of
mocracy.

de-

Labor's Greatest Achievement.

I?et of all achievements, perhaps,
is the fact that organized labor has
gained in such large measure the co-

liable to demand better conditions.
These employers oppose restriction of
Immigration because restriction will
defeat their policy of having two or
more men for every Job.
Another tendency Is the growing opposition to labor Injunctions, which
class labor power as property. The
congress of the Cnltod States has
voiced this opposition In amendments
to the antitrust laws. Judicial Interpretations of the term "property" In
the fourteenth amendment to the federal constitution are losing their force.
What was originally Intended to end
slavery has been used to thwart the
enactment of social legislation, but
courts have failed to check the swelling tide of democracy.
The trade union movement is conscious of the part It has played In the
tendencies above referred to and this
consciousness will be an Inspiration to
greater effort during the coming year.

operation and confidence of employers.
The old distrust and suspicion at every
Day for All Labor to Rejoice.
stage of any negotiations is notably
Labor's holiday Is Intended to accen- abocnt In a great majority of cases totuate the dignity of labor, and all la- day. Labor Is realizing, just as Indusbor, both organized and unorganized, trial leaders are recognizing, that each
wU rejoice in It. Tollers are surely Is the complement of the other, and
entitled to a happy outing of their each Is dependent upon the other.
own once year, and on the first Mon- There always will be differences of
Oregon's Place of Honor.
day In September everybody should be opinion, controversy and dispute, bat
Oregon was the first state to declare
filled with the spirit of fraternaUsni there need not be antagonism and mis- Labor day a holiday. The law was
and good wishes.
trust between labor and capitaL
passed la 1887
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the South End of the De Vargas
Grant; $3 Per Acre.
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This ranch is five miles north of Larny and eight miles south
of Santa Fe, the capital of New Mexico, on the line of the Santa Fe
railroad, in Santa Fe County.
It is all stock fenced with the exception of one and
miles on the north where it joins some rented land.
It is most abundantly watered and has the finest pasturage; the
soil being- a rich adobe, which is also highly adapted for agriculture.
A sheltered valley on the east, through which runs the Santa Fe
Trail, (tlie great, Transcontinental Highway) affords a magnificent mad in nil directions and the valley furnishes the best of shelter
fcr stock in bad weather.
Cheaper per acre than state land and is far superior to any land
now being offered. Possession given in six months from date of sale.
Write for fuller information to Santa Fe Realty Company, or
call on Lorin C. Collins or Carl A. Bishop at suites 17 or 19 Catron
Block, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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THE HILLMAN

AN UNUSUAL
LOVE STORY

By E. PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM
and the lower hills on both sides, were
parceled out into Melds, inclosed within
stone walls, reminding her from the
height at which they stood, of nothing
so much us the iUilt upon her bed.
Her eyes swept this strange tract of
country backward and forward. She
saw the men like specks in the fields,
the cows grazing In the pasture like
Then she turned ami
toy animals.
looked at he neat row of stucks and
the square of farm buildings.
"I
trying hard to realize that
you are a farmer and that this Is
your life," she sail.
lie swung open the wooden gale of
the churchyard, by which they were
standing. There was a row of graves
on either side of the prim path.
"Suppose," he suggested, "you tell
me about yourself now about your
own life."
".My life, and the world in which I
live, seem far away just now," she
said unlet ly. "I think that it Is doing
me good to have u rest from them.
Talk to 111c about yourself, please."
lie smiled. He was just a little disappointed.
"We shall very soon reach the end
of all that I have to tell you," he re
marked. "Still, if there is anything
you would like to know"
"Who were these men and women
who have lived and died here?" she
interrupted, with a little wave of her
hand toward the graves.
"All our own people," he told her.
She studied the names upon the
tombstones, spelling them out slowly.
"The married people," he went on,
are burled on the south side; the
single ones anil children are nearer
the wall. Tell me," he asked, after a
moment's hesitation, "are ton married
or single?"
She gave a little start. The abruptness of the question, the keen, steadfast gaze of his compelling eyes,
seemed for a moment to paralyze both
her nerves ami her voice. It was lis if
someone bad suddenly drawn away one
of the stones from the foundation of
her life. She found herself repealing
the words on the tombstone facing

him with that pleasant Utile air of familiarity, shared by no other woman
he had ever known.
Then the little scene faded away, and
he remembered the tedious present
He had spent two dull days at the
house of a neighboring Innd owner,
playing cricket In the daytime, dancing
nt night with women In whom he was
unable to feel the slightest Interest,
alwuyH with that faraway feeling In
his heart, struggling hour by hour with
that curious restlessness which seemed
to have taken a permanent place In
his disposition. He was on his way
home to Peak Hall. He knew exactly
the welcome which was awaiting him.
He knew exactly the news he would
He raised his whip and
receive.
cracked It viciously In the air.
Stephen was waiting for him, as he
had expected, In the dining room. The
cider Strangewey was seated In his accustomed chair, smoking his pipe and
reading the pnper. The tnble was laid
for a meal, which Jennings was preparing to serve.
"Buck again, John?" his brother remarked, looking at him fixedly over
his newspaper.
John picked up one or two letters,
glanced them over, and flung them
down upon the table. He had examined every envelope for the last few
months with the same expectancy, and
thrown each one down with the same
throb of disappointment,
"As you see."
"Had a good time?"
"Not very. Have they finished the
barley fields, Stephen?"
"All In at eight o'clock."
There was a brief silence. Then
Stephen knocked the ashes from his
pipe and rose to his feet.
"Jqjin," he asked, "why did you pull
up on the road there?"
There wns no immediate answer.
The slightest of frowns formed itself
upon the younger man's face.
"How did you know that I pulled
up?"
"I was sitting with the window open,
listening for you. I came outside to
see what had happened, and I saw your
lights standing still."
"I had a fancy to stop for n mo
ment," John said; "nothing more."

lected grave. She tore nut he spray man inside. It swung into the level
of apple blossom which she had thrust stretch beneath them, a fantasy of
LOUISE HAS A CURIOUS EXPERIENCE
WITH THE BACHinto the bosom of her gown, and placed gray and silver In the reflected sunIt reverently nt the head of the little shine.
ELOR BROTHER AND SHE STARTS A LITTLE FLAME
moment her eyes
Louise had been leaning forward, her
mound.
For
drooped and her Hps moved she her- head supported upon her hands. As
BURNING IN THE SOUL OF ONE
self scarcely knew whether it was In the car slackened speed, she rose very
prayer. Then she turned and came slowly to her feet.
"The chariot of deliverance!" she
slowly back to her companion.
(Mi ;i trip through the Knglish Cumberland ccunilry the
Synopsis.
Something had gone, too, from his murmured.
ti ii iiik li li
fores Louise Muurcl, a fiimniis Loudon
luvukihiwu (if
"It Is the prince of Scyre," John recharni. She saw In him now nothing
1'iii'in home ni' .IiiIim mill
ui ii'f.s, in spiMiil t!i" night in
Sli'phi'ii
but the coming douniess nf his broth- marked, gazing down with a slight
1i;it tinbrothers lire woin-iii- i
Siiangeuay. Al dinner l.niiisc
er. Her heart was still heavy. She frown upon his forehead.
hating recluses,
She nodded. They had started the
shivered
little. It was be at last
who spoke.
descent and she was walking In very
"Will you tell me. please, what Is the leisurely fashion.
CHAPTER III.
step with the plowman liy his side, hut
matter with you, and why you placed
"The prince is a great friend of
2
without any of the lahorer'.s mechanithat sprig of apple blossom where you mine," she said. "I had promised to
cal
a
Louise awoke lln next morning
plod with
spring In his footdid?"
spend last night, or, nt tiny rate, some
lllli'il uiih ii curious sense nf liuiiyiint steps, indeed, pointing with his slick
Ills tone woke her from her lethargy. portion of the evening, nt Raynham
y. 'I'lii' sunshine was pouring along the furrow, sn absorbed In the
cxpert.-iiShe was a little surprised at Its castle on my way to London."
inln lln room, brightening up lis most instructions he was giving that he was
He summoned up courage fo ask her
poignant, almost challenging note.
somber corners. II by nrmw till' (ilill almost opposite the gale hefore he was
she replied. "I placed the question which had been on his Hps
"Certainly,"
nf her lu ll, iiml seemed in liiiiii; nut the aware of her presence. He promptly
it there as a woman's protest against more than once.
vv
ahatiilnneil his lask and approached her.
perfume ni' l:i in Iit friini ilic
"As your stay with us is so nearly
the Injustice of that Isolation."
"Hood morning! You have slept
on u liirh Iii
reposed.
"I deny that it is unjust."
over, won't you ulmndon your IncogAline, hearing her mistress stir, "HI!" he (lllli'il out.
She turned around and waved her nito?"
"Holler. I think, than ever before In
hastened at mice In her ln'ilsiili'.
hand toward the little gray building.
"In the absence of your brother," she
nml lay life," flic answered. "I illTerently,
"It is hull pnsi iiini'.
"The Savior to whom your church Is answered, "I will risk It. My name is
imal
lu
nlil
And
rate.
re.
Tin
an
such
is
breakfast
any
your
awakening!"
dedicated thought otherwise," she re Louise Maurel."
lias just lie looked at her, a little puzzled. Tile
becile Hi. hi tin'
minded hlni. "I n you play at being
"Louise Maurel, the actress?" he re
il
ami
her
face
glow
upon
the
brought
up."
sunlight
lords paramount here over the souls pented wonderlngly.
brown
her
III"
him
hair
upon
silent.
I.niiisi'
kept
"I am she," Louise confessed. "Would
and bodies of your serfs?"
:iipi'n ingly til
He was coiiieni to look at her and wonInilli
breakfast Iray,
"You judge without knowledge of the your brother," she added, with a little
der.
Ill'1
m
bread ami ili'cp yi'llu'.v
facts," he assured her calmly.
"Tell me." she demanded ImpetuTin'
brown eggs mimI clear honey.
Louise's footsteps slackened.
a
little corner of fairywas iiriniiallc. She ously, "is this
sini'll nl' tin' ii ill'.
"'ou
men," she sighed, "are all
land
10111111?
that you have
Does the
hrcnlhcd a lillli' sii.ii nl' cmiti-nlalike! You judge only by what hapsun
always shine like this? lines the
"How ili'lii'lntis everything looks!"
pens. You never look inside. That is
mill nlwajs smell as sweetly, and are
she exclaimed.
why your justice is so different from
u woman's. I do not wish to argue
"Tile
tilings HIT Wl'll your trees always iu blossom? lines
with you; but what I so passionately
enough iii their way, iiiailani." .Mini' your wind always lasie as if (iod had
have tii'ViT known a brealheil the elixir of life into II?"
object to Is the sweeping judgment you
agreed, "lint
John Strangewey is able to
He turned around to follow the
make the sheep on one side and the
household sn strange ami disagi able.
stand this kind of dissatisfacher
of
nf
the
eyes.
sweep
how
man
Is
on
Something
the
M.
That
other.
i'llnl
goats
Jennings, wlm rails himself
tion with life for just so long.
Ilic butler- - In' is a pi'i'smi unspcuk-iihli1- , same glow seemed to rest for a
Judges; find looks further. Every case
Then he takes the bit in his teeth
his
face.
one
upon
Is
which
law
different. The
a savage !"
by
and goes tearing away.
Is
"It
he
find
g
"tn
what
I,"
said,
should be judged may be poor justice
Louise's eyes twinkled.
some-nnso
love
much
ymi
for another."
appreciated by
"I ilnn'l tliink they ni'(i I'iiiiiI of woni-i(TO BE CONTINUED.)
else."
She glanced nt him almost appeal-ingly- ,
In tliis household, Alinii," sin.
alstood
iu
a
silence
They
together
hut there was no sign of yield"Tell
1. have yiitl seen
LAST OF THE CARIB INDIANS
most curiously protracted.
Then the
ing Iu his face.
"Laws," be reminded her, "are made
"Charles lias gone In tin1 ni'iiri'Sl plowman passed again with his team
horses and John called out some la
Not More Than One Hundred of Race
for the benefit of the whole human
blacksmith's forgo In gel something of
st ructions to him. she followed him
Which Columbus Found in West
an
race.
individual
Sometimes
may
reI"l'
Aline
nail.'
tin' car, inailain."
down In earth.
Indies Are Still Alive.
of
That
suffer
for
others.
benefit
the
In'
her:
plied. "Ih' asked iiic In say thai
"Tell me, .Mr. Slrangewey," she
is inevitable."
"And of Klizabeth, for sixty-onwas nfrahl he would mil In' r.'iiily In
The Ciuib Indian was the first repre"where are your farm build"And sn let the subject pass," she
Mali before iniililay."
years the faithful wife and helpmate
sentative of Lo, the poor red man, to
ings?"
of Kuril Cutninlngs. mother of his chil- concluded ; "but It saddens me to think
'That ilni's lint mailer," I.niiisi'
"Come and I will show you," lie anmeet the tide of European travel. He
dren, anil his partner in the life ever- that one of the great sorrows of the
dared, gazing eagerly nut nl' tin'
was the one found by Columbus and
swered, opening the gate tn let her
world should be there like a monument
window.
Iiiiiiii'iliat.'ly below was through. "Keep close to the hedge un- lasting."
the later Spanish explorers in the West
Her knees began to shake. There to spoil the wonder of this morning.
n
ni'i'haiil which slrctclicil til we come tn the end nf the
Indies, and be has given the Caribbean
plow;
Now I am going to ask you a question.
upward, at a prcciiiitnus angle, toward ami then hut nn, I won'1 anticipate. was a momentary darkness before her Are
sen his nume. Thus he Is assured a
who has
the
John
She
you
for
felt
the
tombstone
Slrangewey
and
eyes.
II hell of freshly
u
;
Held
beyond,
plowed
shall
This w ay !"
sat down.
recently had a fortune left to him?" "I Placed It There as a Woman's Pro- monument us long as geography livII little chain nf
ky hills, sheer over- und he needs It, because ns a
They reached tile end of the plowed
lie nodded.
test Against the Injustice of That lust, race
licad. The trees were pink ami while Held ami,
he has practically dlsup
ing
passing through a gate,
"Y'ou read about It In the newspaCHAPTER IV.
Isolation."
the petals lay ahmit turned
with lilnssmii
to the left and began
peared.
abruptly
I suppose," he said. "Part of the
pers,
lipnil the ground like ilrll'teil
In climb a narrow path which bordered
How many thousands of Carihs
The churchyard gale was opened story isn't true. It was stilted that I grimace, "feel that he had given me a
Here nml there yellnw ,un- - the
boundary wall, and which became and closed noisily. They both glanced had never seen my Australian uncle, night's lodging under false pretenses." dwelt In the West Indies In 1492 Is
ill Is were nr.iw iu among Hie long
John made no Immediate reply. The largely a matter of conjecture. They
steeper every moment. As they asbut as a matter of fact, he hns been
grass. A waft nl' perfume stole into cended, die orchard and the long, low up. Stephen Slrangewey was coming' over here three or four
world had turned topsyturvy with him. quickly begun to die out under the
was
It
times.
them
toward
the
slowly
flinty
alnng
Hie i in through the window which house on the other side
seemed to lie path. Louise, suddenly herself again, he who paid for my education at Har Louise Maurel, nnd n greut friend of hand of the conqueror, who worked
she hail npi'lli'il.
almost at their feet. The road and the rose briskly to her feet.
the prince of Seyre! He walked on them, us slaves and shot them when
Stephen had row and Oxford."
"fill my hath ipiickly, Allnc." Louise open moorland beynml, stretching to
until she turned nnd they made war. Today it is doubtful
to
did
brother
"What
that?'
mechanically
none
of
your
lost
say
his
dotirness
ordered. "I niiisl pi nut. I waul tn see the encircling hills, came more clearly apparently
whether there nre 100
"He opposed It," John confessed, looked nt him.
of the previous night. As he looked
whether Ii Is rcully ns hcnuliful ns It Into sight with every backward glance.
"Well?"
Caiibs alive. Practically all of them
toward Louise, there was no mistaking "and he hated my uncle. He detests
Ion lis."
Louise paused at last, breathless.
"I am sorry," he declnred bluntly.
live on the British Isle of Dominica, ou
the thought of any one of us going out
the slow dislike in his steely eyes.
A lino dressed
her mistress In si"Is it the home of tile fairies you
"Why?" she asked, a little startled n reservation set apart for them culled
"Your chaufTeur, madam, has just of sight of our own hills. My uncle
exclaa
little
lence. Then, suddenly,
are taking me to?" she asked. "If you returned." he announced. "Me sent had the wander fever."
at his candor.
,
Sulyhln.
mation escaped ln r. She swum: round have discovered that, no wonder you word that he will be
"I am sorry, first of nil. that you are
"And you?" she asked suddenly,
The reservation Is very difficult of
to start at
ready
toward her mistress, and for nnee there liud us ordinary women outside your one o'clock."
a friend of the prince of Seyre."
"I have none of It," he asserted
uccess, for there Is no sheltered harwas animation in her face.
A very faint smile played about her
lives!"
"And again, why?"
bor or landing place. The only method
Louise, inspired to battle by the al"Because of his reputntion In these of approach Is by one of the coasting
"i'.ut, minium," she exclaimed. "I
lie laughed.
most provocative hostility of her elder lips.
have ivincmliereil The name Sirangc-wcy- .
"There are no fairies where we are host, smiled sweetly upon him.
steamers which circle the island,
'Terhups not before, she mur parts."
"Vhat does that mean?" she asked. When the steamer gets opposite Sa- Yesterday morning you rend it going." be assured her.
"You can't Imagine how norry I am mured ; "but now?"
You
out while you took your coffee.
"Do you mean because I have in
"I am not n scandalmonger," John lybla with anyone who wants to laud
They were on a roughly made road to hear It." she said. "I don't know
spoke nf the g I fortune nf smile now, which turned abruptly to the when. In the whole course of my life, herited the money? Why should I go replied dryly. "I speak only of what I aboard, she stops nnd whistles. If the
farmer in the mirth nf Knglund In right a few yards ahead, skirting the I have met with such a' delightful ad- out like n Don Quixote und search for know. His estates near here nre sys- weather Is good and the water smooth
whom some relative in Australia had side of
tematically neglected. He Is the worst enough, a canoe puts out und takes the
i""p gorge. They took a few venture or spent such a perfect morn- vague adventures?"
left a yreal fori tine hundreds and steps further, and Louise stopped short ing!"
"Because you are a man !" she an landlord in the country, nnd the most passenger ashore. If the weather is
thousands of pounds. The name was Willi a cry of wonder.
Stephen looked at her with level, dis- swered swiftly. "Y'ou have a brain nnd unscrupulous. His tenants, both here too rough the passenger must needs
Around the abrupt corner an entirely approving eyes at her slender form In
soul too big for your life here. You and in Westmorelnnd, have to work content himself to go on around the
Slrangewey, the same as thai. I
new perspective was revealed a little Its perfectly fitting tailored gown; at eat and drink, nnd physically you flour themselves to death to provide him island and try again on the next round.
il tiJ'W."
She pointed once more tn the family hamlet built on a shoulder of the her patent shoes, so obviously unsuit ish, but part of you sleeps because It with the means of living a disreputable
Ii
Louise sal for a moment with mountain; and on the right, below a able for her surroundings, and nt the Is shut iiwny from the world of real life."
A Model Man.
"Are you not forgetting that the
things. Don't you sometimes feel it
steep descnit. a wide and sunny valley. faint vision of silk stockings.
palled Hps.
the first, was a man of lov
Adam,
Is
of
a
mine?"
friend
It was like a tiny world of its own,
I
"Ymi me quite right. Aline.
"If I might say so without appear- In your very heart that life, as we were prince of Soyre
able disposition and a model husband,
it all perfectly now. I wonder hidden in the bosom or the hills. There ing Inhospitable," he remarked, with meant to live It, ran only bo lived she asked stiffly.
so I Bin informed by the recorders of
'I forget nothing." he answered.
whether it could pnssilily he either of w as a long line of farm buildings, built faint sarcasm, "this would seem to be among your fellow men?"
events. Never once In the reco
He looked over his shoulder, nt the "You see, up here we hnve not learned early
of gray stone and roofed with red tiles; the fitting moment for your departure.
tlioe two men V"
lection of ills biographers did he speak
there were lift ecu or twenty stacks; a A closer examination of our rough life little cluster of farm buildings and cot the art of evnding the truth."
dotilit fully.
Aline shook her
ill of his beloved soulmate In the prest . whitewashed house of considShe shrugged her shoulders.
"It would he iinlielievalile. madam."
up here might alter your views. If I tnges, and the gray stoiie church.
"So much for the prince of Seyre. ence of human company, and according
"It seems to me," he declared simply,
she derided. "Could any sane human erable size, almost covered on the do not have the pleasure of seeing you
to those who were able to know all
creatures live here, with tm company
again, permit me tn wish you fare- "that the man who tries to live more then. And now, why your dislike of his private affairs he never kicked on
in
my
one
Is
life
both.
profession?"
fails
There
than
well."
anil
the cows, if they
nil the sheep
her cooking nor growled at her house"That is another matter," he con
He turned and walked away. Louise n little cycle of life here, among our
had inoney money In live in the
work.
a
come
"Y'ou
from
world
of
or
fessed.
which
revolves
him
real
watched
with
souls,
interest.
very
thirty
forty
ilics. m luiy pleasures, tn he happy?
Whether she wore her gowns high
All
can
I
I
know
A
brother
which
around
nnd
she
say
tn
nothing.
said
my
"Io you know,"
myself.
John,
( iihelievable.
madam !"
cut or low In the neck was a matter
thlnUT
of
would
I
rather
from
the
is
that
Is
about
you
"there
brother
may glance upward
passer-bsomething
your
I.iiuisc remained standing lief ore the
nf little or no concern to him so long
n little like the prophets In the Old road nt our little hamlet, nnd wonder ns something different."
window. She was watching the
ns she was respectably attired In the
bis
nt
somber
face
and
In
ever
an
such
can
She
what
In
out'
laughed
the way he sees only
happen
Testament,
houghs of one of the apple
fushlon of the period. And when she
.
I
arm
corner.
his
answer
think
the
It.
lightly.
one issue and clings tn
Are you,
pntted
trees bonding and suaving ill the fresh
got fired from the Palm Warden for
Love
Is
man
I
she
have
told
of
the
snld
what
and
too. of his way of thinking?"
Just
hills,"
you.
'Big
the restless
illuming lit
nibbling
apples without someone's condown
come
birth
and
death
from
fro
your
happen. "when you
"I'p to n certain point, I believe I marriage,
diailnv s which came and went upon
sent Adam did not sneak off to Reno,
look
life."
I
make
to
for
These things
the flowers,
zen heights
am." he confessed.
the crass hctiealli.
to apply for a
as husbands do
"Io you never feel cramped" In your Her curiosity now had become shall try to make you see things differ divorce. No. Hetoday,
cast aside his over"That is just your point of view,
I mean? feel that you want to merged in nn Immense Interest. She ently."
mind,
she
Aline."
murmured; "hut happiness
alls, threw up his job and went out
push your way through the clouds laid her fingers lightly upon his arm.
with the little ludy like a little man.
will, ymi would not understand.
CHAPTER V.
for
"You
she
some
life?"
into
other
your
speak
people,"
That's the kind of a sparerlb be was!
They are strange men. these two."
feel nearer the clouds here," he said. "That is well. But you your
"I
Zim, in Cartoons Magazine.
Louise found lior way without
Once more that long, winding stretch
self?"
answered simply.
across a collided yard, through a
of mountain road lay empty under the
am one of them," he answered
were leaving the churchyard
"I
They
wall.
The Essentials of Gardening.
postern pile set in a
now.
She paused abruptly, pointing "a necessary part of them."
moonlight. Cp the long slop, where
into the orchard. At the farther end
The essentials for successful garThe three months before he had ridden to
"How ynu deceive yourself!
to a single grave in a part of the
on a small or large scale are
she came tn a cute, against which she
churchyard which seemed detnehed time will come, before very long, when find himself confronted with the ad dening
water and cultivation. Much derested for a moment, leaning her iirnis
from the rest.
you will come out Into the world ; and venture of his life, John Strangewey soli,
upon the topmost liar. Itefore her was
"Whose grave Is that?" he Inquired. the sooner the better, I think, Mr. John jogged homeward In his high dogcart. pends also on the grower, the season
selected.
the little hilt of plowed earth, the
He hesitated.
Slrangewey. or you will grow like your The mare, scenting her stable, broke and the crops
The soil is the storehouse of plantfresh, pungent odor of which was il
Is the grave of a young girl," he brother here among your granite hills." Into a quick trot as they topped the
"It
new thins tn her; u little way to the
He moved a little uneasily. All the long rise. Suddenly she felt a hand food. The garden, therefore, should
told her quietly. "She was the daughright, the rolling moorland, starred
ter of one of our shepherds. She went time she was watching him. It seemed tighten upon her reins. She looked contain humus or rotted material In
with clumps of gorsc; in front, amiss
Into service nt Carlisle, and returned to her that she could read the thoughts Inquiringly around, and then stood pa- larga quantities. The gardener should
remember that about 50 per cent of
(he Held on the other side of the gray
here with a child. They are both which were stirring In his brain.
tiently awaiting her master's bidding.
earth Is not soil at all, but
hills. The
Hone wall, tin1
ordinary
to
like
would
as
wouldn't
if
he
had
John
"You
to
seemed
say,
here."
Alburied
It
passed
Silence
They Stood Together in
sky unusually hlue It seemed tn her,
"Because of that her grave Is apart you," she went on, "that this Is a use- from the partial abstraction of the last consists of air and water.
most Curiously Protracted.
Water makes plantfood that Is presnml (lotted till over with little masses
ful and an upright life? So it may be, few hours into absolute and entire for-frnm the others?"
soluble. Bain and snowof fleecy, white clouds seemed some- southward side with creepers; a row
"Yes," he answered. "It Is very sel- but It Is not wide enough or great getfulness of the present He could ent freely soft and contain
inclo-sur- e
ammonia.
how lower and nearer; or was she, per- of cottages, and a
dom. I am glad to say, that anything enough. Some dny you will feel the see the motorcar drawn up by the side water are
desire to climb. Promise me, will you, of the road, could hear the fretful The magic of soft water on the plant
stretching with its white tomb- of the sort happens among us."
haps, higher up?
She lingered then, nlisolutely bewil- stones to the very brink of the descent
For the second time that morning that when you feel the Impulse yon voice of the maid, and the soft, pleas- world is one of the miracles of good
in the midst of which was an ancient Louise was conscious of an unexpected won't use all that obstinate will power ant words of greeting from the woman gardening, as everyone who has condered by Hie rapid growth in her brain
trasted the effect of rain with that
Olid senses of what surely must lie church, in ruins at the farther end,
upheaval of emotion. She felt that the of yours to crush It? You will destroy who had seemed from the first as if
some newl.t kindled faculty of appre- partly rebuilt with the stones of the sunshine had gone, that the whole the best part of yourself. If you do. she were very far removed Indeed produced by sprinkling with a hose
Plants are succulent and
There was a lieauty in the hillside.
ciation.sweetness of the place had suddenly Yon will give It a chance? Promise P from any of the small annoyances of realises.
contain large amounts of water which
Louise looked around her, silent with passed away. The charm of Its simple
She held out her hand with a little their accident.
world which she had not felt before.
"1 have broken down. Can you help?" they hare to draw' from the solL
She turned her head almost lazily at wonder. "It Isn't real, is ItT she austerity had perished.
impulsive gesture. He took It in his
He set his teeth. The poignancy of
"And I thnught I had found para- own, and held it steadfastly.
the mm ml of n. man's voice. A team of asked, clinging for a moment to John
Beware.
"I will remember, he promised.
the recollection was a torture to him.
dise!" she cried.
horses, straining nt a plow, were com- Strnngewey's arm.
When a fellow doesn't come through
She moved quickly from John
"Why not? Yon asked where the land
Along the narrow streak of road. Word by word he lived again through
ing round the bend nf the field, and liy
every so often, his food
their side, talking tn the laborer who was that we tilled. Now look down. Strangewey'a side. Before be could from the southward, they both watched that brief Interview. Ha saw her de- for the grocercause
an unsettled condireallw her Intention, she had stepped the rapid approach of a large motor- scend from the car, felt the tonch of Is likely to
guided them, was John Strangewey. Hold my arm If yog feel giddy."
She foflowed the wave of his ash over the low dividing wall and was on car. There were two servants upon her band on his arm, saw the flash tion of the stomach. Indianapolis
Phe watched him as he came Into
of her brown eyes as she drew close to Star.
til lit tip the steep' rise lie walked Id stick. The valley sheer below them. her knees by the side of the plain, neg the front seat and one passenger
In-i-
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SMALL

PAVING BLOCKS

USED

They Are Proving Popular In Rural
Regions in Europe First Li.ld
in New York State.
For a number of years country roads
in parts of Germany, Austria and other European countries have been paved
with small cubes of stone but It is not
so generally known that
pavements have been laid In the United States, They are believed to have
McClin-tocbeen Introduced first by J.
county superintendent of Monroe
county, N. Y. After an experience of
ten years or so, be recommends the
use of blocks of vitrified clay, measuring 24 inches on each side. These
are laid on a base of gravel, macadam,
concrete or broken slag, which is usually made wider than the pavement
in order to support the gravel or broken stone laid beside the cubes to form
hard shoulders to carry vehicles thut
small-bloc-

k

t.

Laying Vitrified Blocks.
nre forced to turn out of the main
roadway. During the last year about
six miles of such pavement were put
down in the county.
Mr. McCllntock holds thnt this type
of construction is deslrnble where a
substantial base Is already tn place, as
in the case of an old gravel or macadam road which is not worn out, or
a base can be constructed at low cost.
The vitrified blocks are often laid by
unskilled labor, properly supervised,
with entirely satisfactory results.
k
Another type of
pavement wns recently laid on the Morris-towturnpike In New Jersey, which
carries a heavy traffic. There is a section of tills road about 1,200 feet long
having n 7 per cent grade, where it
was decided to try smnll granite
blocks In the hope thnt their numerous
joints would reduce the tendency to
slip and skid on this rather steep
cubes
slope. The blocks are 3 to
and were laid on a thin foundation.
They were not laid In rows but
in curved lines, forming a mosaic
and the joints were filled with
fine stone and a grout of cement and
sand.
small-bloc-

n
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Over
$120,000,000
Expended
Pledged During Last Two Decades In New York State.

Twenty years ago New York embarked upon Its policy of state aid for
the construction, mnlntennnce and repair of state, county and township
Since thnt time approxihighways.
mately 20,000 of the total mileage, estimated to exceed 80,000, have been
improved.
As a pioneer In the good roods move
ment, the Empire state has always occupied first rank. Over $120,000,000
has been expendpd or pledged during
the last two decades for highway construction.
CONVICTS

BUILD GOOD ROADS

Prison Camps No Longer In Experi
mental Stage in Oklahoma-Acce- pted
Institution.
In Oklnhoma prison road camps are
no longer In the experimental stage,
says the National Committee on Prisons and Prison Labor. They have
become nn accepted Institution In the
state. In the central and southwest
sections prisoners are building the
Ozark Jail : In the southeast, they are
grading the Jefferson highway, and In
other districts they nre assisting in the
local good rond movement.
Illinois In Earnest
The state of Illinois will put to Its
voters at the 1018 election the question of issuing $60,000,000 in highway
bonds, the interest and retiring fund
for which Is to be provided for by an
increase ia the motor vehicle registration fees.
Drainage and Foundation.
Drainage and a good foundation are
the first considerations in Improving a
road with a hard surface. The test
possible fcundatlcn Is a good earth
toad 1th a low crown.
8uceess With Turnips-Secret- s
of successful turnip growing: Have the seedbed very line, ther
roll It. Sow the seed soon after a rain.
cover the seed by lightly rolling
6nd
ground.
Silo Keeps Feed.
The silo provides a means of keep
lng over, for summer use, feed of higt
quality.
Learn Soil Conditions.
Learn to take advantage of soil con
dltlons.

Mumonal
Lesson

Fire and Storm nnd the111mKen
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LESSON TEXT Ezeklel 84.
ia my
GOLDEN TE.KT The
I shall not want. Hsa. 23:1.

IS-

shep-herd-

With the complete subversion of
the kingdom of Judnh, the nutiouul
consciousness was largely crushed nnd
the people were without heiirt for the
common uffnlrs of life.
Ezeklel,
though born In Jerusuleiu, prophesied
In Babylon neur the River Kebnr. The
object of his prophesying wus to encourage the captives by placing before
them God's promise of their return to
their own land. Ills nume slguilles,
"God will strengthen," which is very
appropriate to the mission which in
the providence of God he was called
upon to fill. The vision of the Good
Shepherd was very striking and most
fitting to accomplish this.
DeJ. Itraeri Faithleti Shepherd
These false shepnounced, (vv.
herds Included the kings, prluces,
judges and priests. Ezeklel points out
that the captivity was because of sin,
but he shows Unit the greatest guilt
obtains with reference to these lead-'erThey were placed In the position
to care for and protect the sheep. The
following indictments are brought
against them:
1. They fed themselves Instead of
the flock (v. 2). They were essentially selfish. They ministered to themselves instead of the sheep. Too many
today ore filling public otlices for the
sake of private gain. Sometimes even
ministers are found who are more concerned about themselves, their pleasures und profits, than they ore ubout
the souls of the people who support
them.
2. They were cruel (v. S).
They
were not only mere hirelings, guilty of
looking after themselves, but they actually behaved like robbers, preying
upon the flocks. All are guilty of this
same sin who use their Influence und
power to the disadvantage of others.
In the theocratic kingdom such behavior was peculiarly obnoxious, as the
rulers and ministers were representatives of Jehovah himself. The minister nnd public officer today Is acting
in his capacity for God, not for himself, therefore he should make the
cause of heaven his chief concern.
8. They
neglected the diseased,
wounded, wayward, and lost (vv.
As a result of their selfish cruelty
the sheep were without food ; there
fore exposed to disease; had no bond
of unity, were exposed to the ravages
of wild beasts. God's flocks are In
mnny places thus suffering and dying
because they huve not been fed. God's
judgments are against such (vv.
II. The Faithful Shepherd, (vv. 11- 16). The Shepherd here Is none other
than Jesus Christ.
The wonderful
blessings here described will be realized by Israel In mlllenlal times. This
blessed condition will he ushered In
by the second coming of Christ. How
sincerely all should pray, "Thy kingdom come." When the true Shepherd
comes :
1. He will seek his lost sheep (v. 11).
Though they have gone astray through
wilfulness on their part, and neglect
on the port of faithless shepherds,
Jesus will seek them out and save
them. To save the lost was his peculiar mission (Luke 10:10).
2. He will rescue them from the
power of their enemies (v. 12). God's
sheep have real enemies and they have
fallen Into the enemies' hands, but the
Faithful Shepherd Is able to deliver
them. "No one Is able to pluck them
out of his hands" (John 10:28, 29).
3. He will bring them back to their
own land (v. 13). Poor, scattered Israel shall one day (may It be soon!)
be brought back to their own land.
This Is the one unmistakable sign by
which we may know the beginning of
the end of this dispensation. Be assured that It is not wars, nor pestilences that mark the sign of the close
of this age, but the movements of Israel.
4. He will feed them (vv. 14, 15).
"I will feed my flock, and I will cause
them to lie down, salth the Lord God.
I will seek that which was lost, nnd
bring again that which was driven
away, and will bind up that which was
broken, and will strengthen thnt which
was slck ; but I will destroy the fat
and the strong ; I will feed them with
judgment."
This means that regathered Israel
shall enjoy all that the loving kindness and wisdom of God has enabled
him to provide, even though they are
way through their wilfulness and neg-

lect

of Knicland Kept I'blllp Front
m World
Umpire.
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Jt is said that before the start of

Winston
hostilities
present
Chun-hillthen first lord of the British admiralty, mobilized the grund
fleet In defiance of orders not to do
so, and thus was ready to spring ut
Germany with every sen dog of EngIf Colland when war broke forth.
onel Churchill thus acted lie had high
English example In the case of Lord
Howard Kflinglinm.
It was he who
ns high admiral of England in 1.1H8
disobeyed most flagrantly Queen Elizabeth's own order to dismantle part of
his fleet and was therefore possessed
of the strength to smash the great armada of Spuln when its lofty galleons came rolling Into the channel.
Spain was nt thnt time perhaps the
most powerful nation In the world.
England was by comparison feeble.
Her
Spain sought world empire.
Philip believed it possible to mnke
himself the head of n universal monarchy, sharing power only with the
pope. England stood In his way.
Hence the dispatch of the armada to
make England vassal to Spain, burn
her heretics and establish the sway of
Philip over both the old and the new
hemispheres.
Howard, with his cnptnlns, was at
a game of bowls in Plymouth town
when there came scuttling Into the
harbor a Scotch privateer with the
news thnt the armadu was even then
off the Cornish coast. Forthwith there
was a rush for messengers, a lighting
of alarm fires nnd n press of captains for their ships. Only Sir Frances
Drake remained unconcerned. There
was time, he observed, both to win the
game and beat the Spaniards. So aiming their bowls very carefully and coolly they finished what Hallnm reckons the "best nnd bravest ronton that
ever was scored."
The royal navy, augmented now by
several times its number of armed merchantmen, had got together n fleet
of 101 vessels. The bitterly punished
but still Indomitable Dutch sent some
help from Holland. The largest vessel of all was the Triumph, measuring
1,100 tons. The number of men was
Howard, comslightly over 17,000.
manding, was himself a Catholic, but
though Philip proclaimed his cause the
cause of the church against the heretic, Howard nnd nil the other English
Catholics remained splendidly loyal.
Against them Philip sent n force the
tremendous extent of which Is given
by Hiiklnyt. The vessels numbered
150, no less than 04 of them galleons,
which Hnkluyt says were of "an huge
blgnesse nnd of marvellous force nnd
so high thnt they resembled great castles."
Maiming the fleet were 8,000
sailors, 2,088 slaves and 20,000 soldiers,
besides nobles nnd gentlemen, all under command of the duke of Medina
Sldonln. At Dunkirk, the great Spanish general. Farnese, was collecting another fleet for the transport of troops
to Englnnd ns jfoon as tlie armada
should win the command of the sens.
"The Invincible Armada" as the
Spaniards termed It, entered the Channel, headed for Plymouth in the hope
of surprising the English, found Howard sallying forth to meet It, and stood
off for Dunkirk. Howard first sighted
his enemy on Saturday, the 20th of
July. Letting the great fleet pass,
he followed, harrying It so severely that the Spaniards lost several ships.
Medina Sldonln nt last brought his
ships to anchor In Calais roadstead, his
larger craft lying In the outer circle.
Howard dared not nttuck at close quarters, since his vessels were much Inferior In tonnage nnd In ordinance,
while, ns Sir Wallace Raleigh says,
"the Spanlnrd had un army on board
him nnd Howard had none." However on the night of the 20th he sent
In eight fireships, so alarming the
Spaniards that they cut their cables
and put to sen. One of the largest
galeasses fouled another nnd went
ashore. In the confusion the rest of
the fleet became badly scattered so
that In the morning the feat of reassembling In fleet formation was most
Now was the opportunity of
difficult.
the English to attack on something like
eqnnl terms.
Drake nnd Fener were the first to
tackle their cumbersome foes. Then
came Fenton, Southwell, Burton nnd
the rest, with the lord admiral plunging
in himself. While the nctlon was that
of detached vessels rather than squadrons, It was general and It was furiously hot. Drake was hulled no less than
40 times nnd his cabin was shot out
from under him. The shot of a
landed on the dinner table of
But the
the earl of Northumberland.
English ships were the smarter
the English got the weather gauge
nnd they kept the vessels In a
,

away he will seek and bring It bud'
again.
6. He will heal them from weakness and suffering (v. 16). All the
wounds which Israel has received
these many centuries shall be healed.
For the Shepherd Healer there are
no Incurable Ills, neither any diseases
that baffle his skill. The weak and
tender shall be cared for by him.
While all these blessings are peculiarly for Israel, they likewise can be
by all those who will recelre
his grace now and allow hint to restore
and heal them.
III. The Golden Age (vr.
The vision of the world as it now Is,
Is most disheartening. It is midnight
darkness. In this blackness we wonder why God does not Interpose. We
wonder how he can be silent While
midnight Is upon ns we are hopeful,
for we see the bow of Ood's promise
of better things flung across the sky.
This present order shall disappear before the new. In that new order:
1. Jesus Christ David's Son, shall
be king (vv. 23, 24). This new era of
blessedness can only come Into realisation when God's Son shall establish
bis kingdom upon the earth.

of smoke und flame us they
smote the unwieldy Spanish hulls, on
the decks of which huddled the great
mass of soldiery, worse than useless in
tills action, where the English simply
would not come to close quarters and
fight the nintter out with boarders. Sir
Martin Frobisher wus at one time in
nctlon with no less than four of the
enemy's vessels. Drake sank a galleon which took to the bottom with her
no less than 1,000 men. Ills formation
broken, his ships shattered, the duke
of Medina Sldonln wns driven past
Dunkirk, where lay the flotilla of Farnese hopelessly Imprisoned by Justln-lu- s
and bis Dutch blocknders. Before
a southerly breeze the Spaniard ran for
the north, ubuudoning the effort to gain
command of the seas and hoping only
to round Scotland and make ills way
back home.
The rest Is a pitiful tale. The English followed until August 2, their guns
thundering and their hearts exulting as
now and then a tall ship plunged beneath the waves. Then perceiving an
apparent shift of the Spanish course
toward Norway," und being themselves
well nigh out of ammunition they
thought It best, In the words of Drake,
to "leave them to those boisterous and
uncouth northern sens."
The weather that summer wns almost a succession of gules. The clumsy
Spanish ships were hard put to It to
keep afloat. Many of them foundered
nt sea with all on board. At leust 19
are known to have gone ashore on the
const of Ireland, where the Irish either
put the survivors to the sword or sent
them with halters round their necks
to Elizabeth at London.
Of all the
magnificent fleet which had put to sea
Willi such pageantry und pride less
than 50 craft succeeded in making
their way back to Spanish ports.
Philip's dream of world conquest
wns at an end. Not so much as a
single English pinnace had the great
armada sunk. England and the sens
about her were to remain free nnd
unconquered. The sen kings of Britain had saved her nnd In truth singed
the beard of the king of Spain.
Drake sleeps deep In Nonibre Dots
bay. His drum still hangs in Plymouth
Hoe and England has ills promise:
"If the Dons sight Devon,
I'll leave the port of heaven
And we'll drum them up the Channel
As we drummed them long ago."
Rinother

HAS

DOG

Scientists

THE SIXTH

SENSE

Declare Canine

Possesses

One More Than Number of Which

Human Beings Boast.

Jeems Henry Was Conjured!
"Mars John," excitedly exclnlmed
Aunt Ttldy, as she pantingly rushed
Into a fire engine house, "please, sun,
phonograph to de
an notify Dan! to emergrate
home dinrgently, kaze Jeems Henry
sho' done bin conjured I Doctor Cutter done already distracted two
from the pendercitl8, an' I
lef him now prexamlnatln' de chile's

blood-vultur- es

be.

No divest of lawa like the law of
gestion.

di-

Moore.

TASTY

Human beings, as Is well known,
boast five senses; but the scientists
argue that the dog goes one better, und
possesses six. What the sixth sense
Is has long puzzled the best authorities. It Is something more than the
mere sense of smell, as the following
Instances show, uccordlng to London

A sandwich filling Is so often used
nnd a variety of combinations are so

welcome that those
following may be
suggestive.
Gooseberry jam
mixed wilh cream
cheese, or (implied

cherries
with

co

1

mixed
1 a
ge

cheese.
A sandwich for
statu occasions when a most nourishing one is needed Is one of peunilt butter used us a filling between two thin
slabs of sweet chocolate.
Take equal parts of diced banana
and pineapple, mashed to a pulp, and
mix with strawberry Jam. This Is u
great favorite with the boys.
Mix together the solid portion of
ripe tomatoes, diced cucumber, chopped chives or onion tops and crushed
well cooked bacon with cottage cheese.
Spread on buttered rye bread.
A thin slice of suit
pork dipped in
batter and fried a nice brown, then
placed between layers of chow chow
on buttered bread Is n lusty sandwich
well liked.
Splnncli well cooked and seasoned
nnd rubbed with
egg.
Raisin bread cut In heart shapes and
with
spread
fudge enriched with nut
meats Is a sweet sandwich which will
take the place of cake. These may be
made In the ordinary way or the hot
fudge may be poured on the slices and
ullowed to cool before the top slice Is
added.
Limn beans put through a sieve, seasoned with melted butter, a little onion
Juice und n pinch of mustard, a few
chopped olives and u dash of tomato
catsup spread on brown bread.
Corn Dainties. Put well popped
corn through the food chopper with a
few walnut meats, add u little melted
butter and the beaten while of un egg
with two talilespoonfuls of sugar.
Spread on round crackers sandwich
fashion and decorate the top with the
same mixture and the half of a walnut
meat. Bake In the oven until brown.
Patty Pie. Fill large paper Ice cases
with any seasonable fruit cooked in
sirup, and top the fruit with Ice cream,
spread around the edges and flute with
a fork. Mark a leaf In the center to resemble a pie and serve ut once.
hard-cooke- d

Nut and Cheese Roast. Cook two
tuhlespoonfuls of chopped onions In n
s
tablespoonful of butter, add
of u cupful of water and cook
until the onion Is tender, add n cupful
of chopped nut meats, n cupful of
cheese, n cupful of bread crumbs, salt
and pepper to tasle, the grated rind of
n lemon and the juice of half n lemon.
Turn Pito n buttered mold nnd bnke
twenty minutes. Decorate with lemon
and parsley.

Tit-Bit-

It is possible, for Instance, for a

dog

to make Its way Into a crowd of people
and pick out its master. In so doing
the unimiil uses its sense of smell;
but there Is another qualification to
be accounted for. Cases huve frequently been reported where dogs,
after being taken on long Journeys by
train, have been lost amid their new
surroundings, eventually to find their
way home again. Such n case is that
of a retriever which wns taken by
train to St. Albans, but, leaving its new
home shortly nfter arrival, returned to
Its home at Illghgnte Hill.
It took the retriever two days to
cover this distance, nnd the dog wns
exhausted when It reached
nighgate Hill. How Is It possible for
n dog to pick out Its way In such a
manner? one might ask. The dog has
undoubtedly more than the five senses
credited to human beings, but scientists have yet to tell us what the extra
one Is.
When the dog has been taught to
speak we mny perhaps have the problem solved from
well-nig-

"Thnt
"Look
Bob.

Honest Resentment
fellow Bligglns Is a
here."

exclnlmed

four-flush-

Broncho

"I don't want to get Into

no

trouble on account of sentiment. But
I'm not goin' to hear you compare one
of the purtlest hands in the deck for
bluffing purposes to a plain discard
proposition like Bligglns."
Powers of Imagination.
When a fellow Is In love he enn see
poetry In every return snnp of her
jnw as she mnngles a wad of chewing
gum. Pittsburgh Post.

fur de germans oh de
which ef he's disin-

ante-bellunepro-plumonl-

fected wld, dey gotter 'noculate him
wld the
but
quarantines
I believes It's conjuration !" Richmond
Times-Dispatc-

Better to anarch the fields for health
unbought than pay the dorter for a
nauseous draught.
PRESERVING FRUITS AND VEGETABLES FOR WINTER.
To save cans for fruits It Is wise to
dry corn and many prefer the flavor
to thnt of canned corn.
Select young ears, husk
and plunge Into boiling
water nnd boll five minutes to set the milk.
Slice from the cob and
arrange on the drying
trays, spreading ns thinly ns possible, put Into
the oven or around the stove to dry as
quickly as possible. Corn should be
put In the trays for drying within an
hour from the time It Is pulled from
the stalk. This Insures a fine sweet
flavor. The corn Is soaked nnd cooked
In the same water until tender, then
dressed with cream and n dash of salt
and pepper, making a dish that may,
but never has, been equaled.
Salted Beans. Take young tender
string beans, preferably In the fall,
string nnd cut them ns for the table.
In a Rtone crock put a layer of coarse
salt just covering the bottom. Then
put In a layer of raw beans about nn
Inch deep, another Inyer of salt. Just
covering the beans and so on, ending
with the salt. Tie a piece of muslin
over the top of the Jar and in a day
or two they will settle, ond more
beans, and more salt may he added.
Crocks holding several quarts are set
In the cellnr, where the beans will
When
keep their color and flnvor.
wanted, remove n few and sonk thera
over night chnngtng the water occasionally until they are right for eating.
Canning Tomatoes. Scald the tomatoes and remove the stem end carefully, plunge In cold wnter to hold the
coloring matter near the surface, then
remove the skins nnd pack whole In
Jars, adding a teaspoonful of snlt to
every quart of the tomatoes. Place on
a rnck In a boiler nnd cover the Jars to
the depth of an Inch above the highest
Jar. When they begin to boil count
the time and cook thirty minutes for
quarts and twenty for pints. The tops
should be screwed down tight. When
removing them be sure to tighten the
tops, pressing down the edge of the

Birds Restore Old Orchard.
ornithologist took
In hand a typical old orchard, one
which had suffered greatly from neglect. Between 1891 and 1805 he
this orchard, at first overrun
with baneful Insects, later, when his
efforts to attract birds had been reWealth and Happiness.
warded, practically freed of insects, so
that with intelligent care the trees
Many who seem to be struggling
hore fruit, being the only ones of that with adversity are happy, whilst some
neighborhood to do so.
In the midst of riches are miserable;
that Is the case when the former bear
To Compute Hours of Daylight
the pressure with constancy nnd the
If you want to know how much of latter employ their wealth thoughtlessthe day Is daylight and how much ly. Tacitus.
darkness at any time In the year,
double the hour when the sun setsi
The Wise Humming Bird.
and yon will hare approximately the
Before a thunderstorm the Austraor
hoars
of
double
number of
daylight;
lian humming bird covers the top of
the hour when the sun rises, and yon Its nest
with cobweb, which Is a nonYouth's
have the hours of darkness.
conductor of electricity.
Companion,
A Massachusetts

KR
cover with the handle of a knife
to be sure that there Is no wuy for
bacteria to enter. To further secure
tlie fruit dip the can tops Into hot
paraffin und pluce In a cool dark
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England's First Almanac
The first almanac printed In Englnnd
was the "Kalendar of Shcpnrdes,"
which appeared In 1497. Just 40 years
after Gutenberg printed his first almanac at Mentz.' From that time onwere
numerous,
almanacs
ward
"omens and prognostications" being
added In most cases to the calendar Information.
One of the earliest specimens preserved enjoys the title of "The
of Master John Tubauit
of the influence of the moon of peas
and warre and of slknesses of the
yere, with the constellaclons that be
under kynges and princes." London
Mirror.
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'Til not in growing like a tree.
In bulk, dull) make man better
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5. He will seek that which was lost
(v. 16). Thnt which has been driven
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THE DEFEAT OF THE SPANISH ARMADA

(By REV. R B. KITS! WATER, D. V.,
Teacher of English Ulble lu the Moody
bible Jnatitut ut Chicago.)
(Copyright, 1917, Western Newspaper Union.,
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Battles Which Hade the World
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I feel It my duty to emphasize that
food situation is one of utmost
gravity, which, unless it be solved, muy
possibly result In the collapse of everything we hold dear In civilization.
The only hope is by the elimination of
waste and nctual und rigorous
on the part of Amerlcnn people. We do not ask thnt they should
starve themselves, but thnt they should
eat plenty, wisely and without waste.
Herbert Hoover.
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Barley lias been used for years In Invalid cookery for hrollis and as Infant
food.
barley
contains as much protein
as hard wheat. It furnishes starch, fat und
mineral matter In equal
rum unit s with whent. As
hurley lucks gluten,
wheat flour must lie lidded to barley meal or
Hour to make successful bread, using
one part of whole wheat or white flour
to two parts of hurley flour.
Hurley
meal has a similar texture to
both the Hour nnd the meal may
be obtained In many sections of the
country and as tlie Increasing demand
for It grows, will be more commonly
In the smaller markets.
Barley cookery Is being revived because of the luck
of wheat Hour, and we are beginning to
appreciate Its value ns a food.
Barley Pone. Add two cupfuls of
milk to one cupful of cooked hot hominy grits or rice, three talilespoonfuls
of butter, then cool and add a half
of salt, n cupful of hurley
ineul slfled with two teaspoonfuls of
bilking powder, then add two
eggs; pour Into a buttered dish and
bake In a moderate oven 45 minutes.
Serve from tlie dish, cut In triungulur
shapes.
Breakfast Food. Add a half cupful
of hurley meal to two cupfuls of boiling wuter and a half teuspoonful of
salt. Cook In a double boiler one hour
or in a lireless cooker over night. Serve
with cream and sugar. Figs, dates or
raisins may be added If desired.
Barley Scones. Take n cupful ench
of whole wheat flour, u cupful of hurley meul, a half teuspooiifiit of suit,
two teaspoonfuls of baking powder,
two talilespoonfuls of beef drippings,
or any sweet fut,
of a
cupful of sour milk or sour creum may
be substituted, omitting the drippings
imil n half of u teuspoonful of sodu. If
tin- - fut is used, cut It In ns for
pnstry
and proceed ns usual In the mixing.
Roll out linlMnch thick and cut In
Brush with egg und
shinies.
sprinkle with sugar.
High-grad-

e

corn-mea- l,

n

s

Suits nnd coats and hnts lead o(T
the fall fashion parade but in the reserve forces of the wardrobe along
come the dependable separate skirts.
They are beautifully lilted nnd
nnd made of all the staple or
fashionable wool fabrics. There Is nn
abiding attraction .In these everyday
clothes of the average woman no one
gets tired of them.
Quiet colors In plnlds. crosshnr mixtures nnd figured materials share honors with plain goods for the sepnrate
skirt for fall and winter. Needlework,
In the simpler kinds of embroidery,
proved so effective on inte summer
skirts that it has carried over and
become a new chapter In the story of
fnll fashions. In the skirt pictured it
d

silk thread on the pockets
the skirt about six Inches
above the hem. But the designer re--'
fralns from breaking the length of the
panel nt the front and terminates the
embroidered disks ut each side of It.
The pockets serve n double purpose'
for they are actual pockets as well!
us decorative parts of the design. The
embroidery for them Is placed on a
separate piece of mnterlnl, cut out the
shape of the pocket nnd sewed over It!
A belt of the material Is finished with
a plaited frill at the top which extends
across the sides and back but not
across the front where the designer
refuses to allow anything to interfere
with the straight line, ami a Inrge flat
button Is liHi'il for fastening.
appears
mill
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And the plowman settles the share
More dep In the grudging clod:
For he salth: "The wheat Is my care,
And the rest is the will of God."
Kipling.

HELPFUL

HINTS FOR
WIVES.

HOUSE-

Close your eyes when using the telephone. This not only rests the eyes
but Is good for the
tired nerves, says
the oculist.
Paint hoops green
and use them as
supports for
bushes, peonies und other
bushy plants which
fall down und be
come broken by the wind.
A small suit snck folded many times
until n small square is formed, then
slipped Into a clothespin makes a good
griddle pun greuser. The cloth may
be renewed whenever necessary.
When driving with u smnll child, If
her dress Is spread so you can sit upon
It, you will be able to support a ruth-e- r
smnll child safely nnd still mnnnge
the reins. One mother padded a small
box for her Rmnll child when driving
In the auto. The child was comfortable
and so wns the mother, us she did not
fear for Its safety.
The children love to cut out pictures of fruit from catalogues und one
housewife pnstes them on her enns of
fruit instead of labels, making a most
nttractive-looklnfruit closet.
Never try to pick up bits of glass.
Wet a woolen cloth nnd put It around
In the glass. The fragments will cling
to it and the hands are saved the dang

ger.
A thrifty

wife keeps a list of the
things she needs to hnve attended to
nbout the house. This list is placed
where her husband Is sure to see It,
and when each Is attended to Is
checked off.
Frosted Date Cakes. Bent a third
of a cupful of shortening, add a cupful
of sugar and two eggs
a half cupful of milk, one nnd
cupfuls of flour sifted with
two teaspoonfuls of bnklng powder, a
fourth of a teaspoonful each of cloves
and nutmeg, a half teaspoonful of cinnamon. Bake in gem pans. Cover
with frosting and decorate with a
stoned date.
well-beute-

three-fourt-

Talks Like
Man.
The gray parrot of western Africa
Is creditel with having a greater power of Imitating the human voice than
any bird of the species. It has long
been a favorite and Is the subject of
many stories of greater or less credibility.
Has Another Think Coming.
The man who thinks he knows It all
generally marries a woman who
teaches him lot more. Roston

In order to have a clear comprehension of the Red Cross and its work, it
Is nece.vury to know about Its construction and its methods. The president of the United States Is not merely nn honorary officer but an active
president of the society. He presides

at the nnnunl meetings, nppoints

mem-

gency finance committees in ench state,,
tlie governor of the state being the
chairman.
Besides the stnte hoards there are
ll organizations
which are called
chapters, ench with Its own officers and
members. The special duties of the
chapters nre to collect funds nnd supplies on appeal from headquarters or
from the governor of their respective
state, and, In case of local disasters, to
with the Institutional member In Immediate relief measures."
The above brief review of the organization of tlie American Red Cross Is
in part quoted from "Under the Red
Cross Flag," by Mabel T. Bonrdmnn,
which gives n very comprehensive and
thorough history of the organization.
Its alms und Its work.

bers of various hoards nnd Issues Im
portant public appeals In time of war
or disaster. It Is Important to understand thnt It Is the arm or Instrument
of the government for giving nid to
Its work goes on nt ull
humnnity.
times In the department of civilian relief. Under Its charter all accounts of
the American Red Cross are audited
by the war department nnd an nnnual
report submitted to congress by the
seeretnry of war. To President Tuft
belongs much credit for the time and
attention he gave to the affairs of the
society. In order to build It up to Its
present efficiency and establish it in
the public confidence.
The central committee Is the governing body, under It coming three
boards whose chairmen nnd
vice chairmen are members of the committee. These boards are the wnr, national and Internntlonnl relief boards.
They establish the policies In their respective fields of activity and recommendations for appropriations
nre
made by them to the central or executive committee which has the sole
right of appropriating funds.
The chairman and vice chairman of
the war relief board are the surgeon
generals of the army and navy. Those
of the International relief board are
representatives of the state department nnd the navy and those of the
national relief board nre members of
the central committee particularly
with this part of Red Cross
work.
'"nder these hoards nre various
subcommittees, tlie medical bureau,
the first aid department, the nursing
ervlce. town and country nursing und
the Christmas seal. Slate boards, consisting of from three to ten prominent
persons, constitute permanent emer-- 1

Panel E..'Ct in Evening Gowns.
Evening gowns huve paneled effects
In the buck and a sash or girdle in
front, or nguin they are made with
drapery to follow the lines of the body,
somewhat In antique style. Many of
these gowns have a Rutin foundation.

Details in Cotton Frocks.
idea this season Is the indication of colored cretonnes in the
plainest frocks nnd also in conjunction
with the sailor hat made of tussore or
linen.
One should always remember thnt If
the simplest cotton frock !s to be effective, the wearer should give minute
attention to details, for however carelessly "thrown together," the little cotton Parislenne frock Is always striking. Some of the Paisley effects are
very popular this year.

A Fail Rumor.
There nre rumors that suits snd
dresses will show old Cushioned hustle
silhouette this fall.
There Is un pnililing or wiring as
there wns In the bustle of former days.
The effect Is achieved entirely by the
manipulations of material nnd while
the skirt In the old days was very full
nnd stiff, now the slender lines are
emphasized more than ever, the skirt
In straight line effect at the front and
nil the fullness drawa around to thev
back.

A novel

t

To Fix Buttonholes.
For mending buttonholes in the neckbands of shirts, stitch pieces of tnpe
flat along each edge of the buttonhole,
bringing them together nt Its ends. The
tape on el ch side should be lust wide
enough to extend to the edge of the
neckband, where It should also be
stitched. This new buttonhole will outlast the rest of the shirt.
Bags to Match Hats This Fall.
The knitting epidemic will bring
forth bats and hags to match this full,
and It Is a great opportunity for the
womnn who loves handwork. She can
or embroider both and
feel thoroughly in the mode.
Duvetyn hats will lie very smart, and
It Is soft enough to make lovely bags.
cross-stitc-

h

GALLANT

SPIRIT OP FRANCE
IS NOT YET BROKEN

ORIGINALr,77

THE
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SOCIETY, CLUBS, LODGES, CHURCHES
Here and There Over the State

CAPITAL CITY NEWS IN BRIEF

Ttrii, France, Aug. 24. "Americi
has
must not believe that France
lost her fighting spirit I"
The younn French lieutenant's voice
rang iharply, even a trifle defiantly,
as lie made his initial dip into the
The next
instant.
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Make These Hot Days Enjoyable

There is Nothing More Refreshing
when one is hot and dry and fatigued
than a drink of cold, sparkling
age.

ts,

rs

Gingerale

CLIQUOT

Sarsaparilla
Root Beer

G. A. BISHOP

Lemon

& CO.

Sour

Orange Phosphate

.

Birch Beer

WE HAVE THEM ALL
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